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Warranty and Copyright
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aBoUt this ManUal
The manual should be used as a reference guide. additional tutorials and further tips will be 
available elsewhere 

note: plugins specific information can be found with the installation package of each plugin. however, 
the parameters and features described in Mxst chapter can be used as reference for plugin parameters 
as well.

the manual is divided into five major parts:
General info about Maxwell Render.
Maxwell Render material system.
MxsT: Maxwell Render studio, a complete environment to import geometry, create and edit 
materials and sending the full scene for rendering to MxCl.
MxCl: the rendering application.
network rendering.

The following icons will appear on some pages to indicate an important point, or a tip:

This icon will tell you if there is something important to keep in 
mind to avoid common errors, unnecessarily long render times etc.

This icon will indicate useful additional information.

This icon will indicate an enhancement, new feature or function in Maxwell Render™ 1.5

This manual has been set in futura BT and arial type faces.
Manual design by solid design and next limit.
Maxwell Render™ 1.5 User Manual is published exclusively by solid publishing.

n
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MaxWell softWare paCkage
Maxwell Render includes three different applications: the render engine (MxCl.exe), the 
standalone graphical application “Maxwell studio” (MxsT.exe) and the standalone material editor 
with browser (Mxed.exe) for the plug-ins. The software distribution also provides a set of plug-
ins for the supported 3D/CAD applications (available on the download page). There is specific 
documentation included for every 3d plug-in available. The plug-ins take care of collecting the 
scene information, applying Maxwell materials to objects and sending the full scene to Maxwell 
for rendering.

installation and liCensing
installation:
Windows:
Run the installation file (maxwell.exe) and follow the installation procedure. The Maxwell 
executable files will be added to the system path. A user environment variable named 
Maxwell_RooT pointing to the installation folder will be added. if this variable doesn’t exist 
or is not created properly, the application will fail.

Macosx:
Unstuff the installation package and drag & drop the contents into the applications folder. 

linux:
installing tar.gz. Copy maxwell64-1.5.linux64.tar.gz to /opt and uncompress and untar the package.
Type both gzip -d maxwell64-1.5.linux64.tar.gz and tar xvf maxwell64-1.5.linux64.tar

Create a user environment variable named Maxwell_RooT that points to the Maxwell 
installation folder. depending on your shell, the procedure may differ slightly. for example, in 
Bash shell use:

 export MAXWELL_ROOT=”/opt/maxwell64”
 export PATH=”/opt/maxwell64/:$PATH”

in csh shell:

 setenv MAXWELL_ROOT ”/opt/maxwell64”
 setenv PATH ”/opt/maxwell64:$PATH”
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liCensing:
in order to license copy and paste the license information placed at the end of the license email into 
the license.txt file located in the Maxwell installation folder. If you purchased your license before 
Maxwell Render 1.5’s release, please note that your license file will also be recognized by Maxwell 
Render 1.5 and you will not need a new license. if you buy new licenses or need to renew your 
license, please make sure that you use the license.txt and remove older license.dat files. If you are 
reinstalling Maxwell Render with the old license.dat file, please license the software by adding the 
“license.dat” file sent by Next Limit to Maxwell using the menu option “help >Register”. alternatively 
you can copy the “license.dat” file into the Maxwell installation folder.

BasiC Usage
Maxwell Render contains three main executable files:

MxCl (Maxwell render)
This is the standalone render engine. It can read and render MXS (Maxwell Scene) files.

Mxst (Maxwell studio)
a complete GUi application to create and render Maxwell scenes.

Mxed (Maxwell Material editor)
standalone Material editor with Material Browser for plug-ins. it is also used for creating material 
libraries.

Maxwell Render provides two alternative workflows. One method allows you to use your existing 
3d package and the provided Maxwell plug-in for it to send scene data to MxCl. The other 
method allows you to import objects into MxsT where you create/edit/assign materials, set up 
lights and cameras and MxsT then sends the scene to MxCl.

Below is a description of the basic steps involved in each method:

a) froM the 3d appliCation Using the plUg-ins
The plug-ins allow you to create/edit/apply materials to your object, adjust camera parameters, 
sky/environment settings, and all other Maxwell relevant options. initiating a render from your 
3D application creates a Maxwell scene file (.mxs) which can either be rendered directly  or 
imported into MxsT for further advanced editing. it is recommended to check the documentation 
of the plug-ins for specific usage. Documentation for each of the plug-ins can be found with the 
installation package of each plug-in.
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MXCL can also be called from the command line by providing a valid .mxs file. The most basic 
(command line) method to use MxCl is by providing a .mxs scene in the form:
 mxcl -mxs:scene.mxs

a path to the scene can be added: 
 mxcl -mxs:c:\scenes\scene.mxs

By doing this, MxCl will start in no-GUi mode, so no render display is available. To be able to 
visualize the render in progress, you must add the –d option to the command line: 
 mxcl -mxs:scene.mxs -d

This will start MxCl and also display its interface where the render in progress is shown and 
numerous options are available which can be changed during and after the render has finished. 
another way to open MxCl with interface is to double click the MxCl shortcut in windows.

for a description of all MxCl command line options available, please see page 111.

B) froM MaxWell stUdio
MxsT is an independent application which allows you to import objects in different formats, apply 
materials, lights and textures, and render the scene. 

This workflow is mostly recommended for people working with 3D applications that do not have an 
available plug-in to directly connect their scenes to MxCl. But even if there is a plug-in available 
for your application, MxsT can still be used by importing your .mxs scene and making further 
adjustments or even merging of different scenes using the various tools available in MxsT.
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What is MaxWell render
Maxwell Render™ represents the next generation in rendering technology. it is based on the 
physical equations governing light transport and enables users to digitally create highly accurate 
and believable imagery of the real world. Maxwell Render™ produces incredibly realistic illumination 
without resorting to the tricks and approximations used by many current industry standard renderers. 
Maxwell Render is more than just a render engine, it is The light simulator.

Maxwell Render’s algorithms and equations reproduce the behavior of light in a very accurate way. 
all of the elements in Maxwell Render™, such as light emitters, material shaders and cameras 
are entirely based on physically accurate models.

Maxwell Render’s method of calculation always converges to the correct solution without 
introducing artifacts due to the fact that it is an unbiased render. Unbiased means that no tricks or 
interpolations are used to calculate the lighting solution in every pixel. it can fully capture all light 
interactions between all elements in a scene. all lighting calculations are performed using spectral 
information and high dynamic range data.

Maxwell Render™ operates as a stand-alone command line application that targets many different 
environments of the high-end rendering market: architectural visualization, product design, jewelry, 
film production, and scientific research. Maxwell Render™ has been built for Windows 32 and 
64 bits, linux 64 bits and Macosx UB platforms. This version includes plug-in connections to 
3ds Max, viZ, xsi, Maya, lightwave, Rhinoceros, solidworks, archicad, CineMa 4d, form∙Z, 
sketchUp and indirectly allplan and solidThinking (not supported by next limit). additionally, other 
file formats are supported such as OBJ, STL, LWO, XC2, DXF, 3DS and FBX.

Maxwell Render™ includes features such as a material editor, material browser and library, texture 
mapping support, light and camera editors and sky and environment options (all based in physically 
accurate models). The 1.5 version provides both GUi and command line functionality.
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MaxWell render1.5 featUres
render engine CharaCteristiCs
physically Correct
Maxwell Rendering technology is strictly based upon the real governing physical equations of 
light transport. Maxwell Render is capable of producing incredibly realistic illumination results 
without having to resort to illumination tricks. Consequently the results produced by Maxwell  
Render are highly accurate renditions of the real world. 

spectral Calculations for light and object properties
Most render engines perform calculations in a specific colour space (typically RGB). However, 
in harmony with reality, Maxwell Render considers light as an electromagnetic wave defined by 
a frequency spectrum (ranging from the infrared to the Ultraviolet). once Maxwell Render has 
completed the rendering procedure, each pixel in the output image contains different amounts of 
spectral energy sourced from the light in the scene. Maxwell Render stores this information in a 
proprietary format called Mxi (high dynamic range format). The pixel colour which is generally the 
final desired result is an interpretation and sensation of the different frequencies which arrive at 
the film/sensor or the retina. Maxwell Render simulates this process and ultimately transforms the 
spectral measures into known colour formats such as RGB. 

full global illumination
Maxwell Render calculates all possible interactions between light and the objects within a scene. 
The global illumination interacts with surfaces and also layers beneath the surface to produce 
translucency and subsurface scattering effects. Thanks to full Global illumination, any scene 
containing complex caustics can be simulated in a realistic manner. These include reflection 
and refraction caustics produced by indirect or direct lighting, caustics produced by dielectric 
materials, plastics or glossy metals. no restrictions at all are imposed on the nature or the number 
of caustics in a scene. Maxwell Render also computes full global illumination effects for moving 
objects i.e. a moving glass object producing caustics will produce blurred caustics and even 
volumetric blurred caustics if a participating medium exists. 
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Unbiased rendering
Maxwell Render is an unbiased render engine. Unbiased means that, with sufficient render time, 
the rendered solution will always converge to the correct result without the introduction of artifacts. 
other render engines based upon widely known techniques such as photon mapping, radiosity, 
light maps, irradiance maps or other interpolation methods always produce biased renders. 
Consequently, they cannot guarantee convergence to the correct solution no matter how much 
time is expended on the rendering process. 

teChniCal CharaCteristiCs 
Multiprocessor
Maxwell Render can exploit all of the processors available on your system and can make 
them work simultaneously on the same render to provide faster renders. for example, on a 
multiprocessing platform with eight processors a user can expect up to an eightfold increase in 
render performance/speed.

Multiplatform 

Maxwell Render is a standalone application compatible with windows 32 and 64 bits, Mac osx 
UB and linux 64 bits.

Cross-platform
There are also a series of plug-ins connecting Maxwell Render to the most popular 3d applications 
including 3dsMax, Maya, Cinema 4d, lightwave, xsi, Rhino, solidworks, sketchUp, form-Z, 
and ArchiCAD. However, an alternative workflow is possible using Maxwell Render Studio, a 3D 
application to set up your scene. Most of the plug-ins have been rewritten or heavily improved 
already (like 3dsMax, Maya, Rhino4, solidworks...) and we will continue doing so during the 
upcoming months (xsi, lightwave).

geometry accepted
Maxwell Render is not a full 3d application but a render engine, so modeling within Maxwell 
Render is not possible. instead, Maxwell Render needs polygons to be able to light and shade 
surfaces. so a lot of polygonal formats are accepted, like dxf, obj, and lwo among others. 
furthermore, plug-ins convert other types of geometry to polygons internally so that things like 
nurbs and surfaces are still renderable.

n

n
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preview engine
Maxwell Render’s preview engine is called Rs0, as opposed to Rs1, which is the render engine. This 
preview engine is faster and lower in quality than Rs1 and it has been improved for this version.

Core engine
Key parts of the Rs1 engine have been rewritten, resulting in many fantastic improvements, 
bringing the quality of rendered images to a completely new level. Memory-intensive tasks such 
as glare, Multilight™ with a lot of emitters, large geometries and a lot of heavy textures are easy 
to handle for an average computer. The MxCl interface has been improved, adding some new 
commands such as selecting render priority.

Command line
Maxwell render has the possibility to make the render via console. This results in a faster render 
as no application is launched and provides versatility as well. following the tendency to improve 
all areas, new commands have been created to have more control on the command line render 
type.

resume render
As a consequence of the core enhancements, MXI files can always be resumed, allowing users 
to refine the render even after it has been stopped, as many times as you want.

log system
improved log system with more information, warnings and error messages to keep track of your 
renders. You can view full log in the console window of Maxwell viewer.

Memory handling
Memory handling has been greatly improved. This version uses much less memory than version 
1.1, making it possible to render at very high resolutions (for example at 6000 x 6000 with less 
than 2 GB of RaM) without losing quality because it uses about 3 times less memory. high-res 
images are just a mouse-click away now.

file Management system
There have been several improvements in the way Maxwell Render manages external files 
needed for the render, such as images, IOR files, r2 files, MXI, etc... Some of the improvements 
include more options for default paths, automatic handling of missing paths and files, detecting 
low size on disk to save MXS and MXI files, fixed issues with long paths, and more.
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lighting
objects as light sources
Lights in Maxwell Render are defined by applying an emitter material to an object. This innovative 
approach to simulate lights emulates what happens in the real world producing a higher degree of 
realism in comparison to traditional render engines outputting smoother shadows and increasing 
the overall quality. another important characteristic of the Maxwell Render engine is the number 
of lights that can be placed in the same scene. Most other render engines cannot handle a 
large number of area lights without incurring a significant performance loss. Light sources in 
Maxwell Render are defined by spectral characteristics. Thus a light source can possess a lot of 
information about the intensity of emission at any of the possible wavelengths. 

environment
Using Maxwell Render, the user can choose from three different types of environments. The 
first one is a sky dome, defined by color and intensity. Users can also choose for a HDR/MXI 
environment to make use of lighting information of high dynamic range image formats. it is also 
possible to use a physically-based sky simulator or physical sky, where the user simply specifies 
the geographical location and the time of day for a scene and Maxwell Render automatically 
handles the rest. Many improvements have been made in this area, including the ability to rotate 
the north direction of the physical sky.

Multilight™
Multilight™ is an advanced tool for editing lighting. it allows changing the intensity of individual lights 
during and after the rendering process. These changes affect all global illumination and lighting 
aspects of the scene. Multilight™ is also a real compositor that can produce a lighting animation 
from a single render. it is possible to save each emitter in a separate layers for each frame.

it also works with the latest enhancements in the Mxi format, making the Multilight™ system 
compatible with simulens™.
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shading
Materials Based on real optical properties 
Maxwell Render materials are defined in a physically correct manner from their BSDF curves 
(Bidirectional scattering distribution function) adding the ability to superpose different layers of 
physical materials in the same object like other Bsdf or SSS (sub surface scattering) effects. Thin 
coatings are also available for very subtle and realistic effects (for creating thin film interference 
effects such as the multicoloured look of a thin layer of oil in water, or soap bubbles). The improved 
calculation of IOR data provides the possibility for users to use IOR data files directly measured 
in laboratories. This allows for easier rendering of real life materials.

Maxwell Render materials are not only physically correct but also very flexible and versatile. 
They allow for the creation of special materials such as Opacity Maps and Clip Maps. Normal 
mapping is also supported and now it is possible to set the intensity of normal mapping with 
bump value.

Emitter Materials are defined in a very intuitive way, using everyday terms like watts or 
efficacy. Emitter materials can be mixed with BSDFs as well. In this way, if the light is “on” only 
incandescence can be seen. But if the emitter is “switched off” the base material (metal, crystal… 
any material) will be revealed.

The new Matte Material “flag” turns the assigned material into an invisible object, directly showing 
the environment. This is very useful for compositing rendered images with photos.

dispersion
dispersion is a phenomenon that causes the separation of a wave into spectral components 
with different wavelenghts, causing white light to separate into the colours of the rainbow. it 
commonly happens when light goes through transparent materials. dispersion is an important 
touch for realism, especially when rendering things like jewels, or certain dielectrics, and it has 
been improved in this version.

Material library and Wizards
among the possibilities to create and edit your own materials, Maxwell Render offers wizards 
to quickly create materials. Maxwell Render materials can be stored in independent MXM files 
(Maxwell Render material file), so you can make your own material libraries. To get you started, 
Maxwell Render comes with a material library with more than 200 ready-to-use materials.

also, the Maxwell Render material site (http://mxmgallery.maxwellrender.com) has been created 
for users of Maxwell Render to share their materials with other users. The site has become a great 
success in a short period of time – more than 1000 materials are freely downloadable!
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Material editor rewritten
Material editor has been rewritten from the scratch. performance, usability and stability have 
been further enhanced in all areas. 

among the many improvements are:
texture Bin:
a small panel inside the material editor allows you to quickly see all the textures in 
your scene, and drag & drop a texture from the panel into one of the texture slots.

new texture editor
The texture editor has been improved, giving you the option to view the loaded 
texture at full resolution.

drag and drop functionalities
You can now copy textures and colours by dragging and dropping on other texture or 
colour chips (even from different Bsdf or coatings).

plug-ins interpret native shaders
The new generation of plug-ins which started with the re-writing of the Maya plug-in is able to 
interpret the 3d platform’s native shading to a greater or lesser extent.

CaMera and effeCts
realistic Camera Model
Cameras in Maxwell Render operate completely differently to those in other render engines. 
Traditionally, most render engines use a pinhole camera. This type of camera simulates a tiny 
hole that allows light rays coming from the scene to reach the viewing surface. Maxwell Render 
simulates a real camera with the associated lens set, diaphragm aperture, diaphragm blades etc. 
By using this type of camera model Maxwell Render can automatically simulate depth of field, 
motion blur effects, image distortion and aperture diffraction due to the lens set. other render 
engines currently on the market use post-render filters or special tricks to create these effects. 

Maxwell Render does not produce motion blur as a post-process or using various tricks. instead 
Maxwell Render considers the moving objects to have random positions along their trajectories 
during the camera shutter speed time. This creates a natural and realistic motion blur. some 
improvements in this area have been made for this version and now motion blur computes Clip 
Maps and opacity Maps perfectly.
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simulens™
diffraction happens when light goes through small holes (apertures) and behaves like waves. it 
is very important in optics, as it explains why a perfect telescope (or microscope) that can take a 
photo of a star and render it as a single dot instead of some circles (halos) or streaks. Maxwell 
Render’s SimuLens™ system allows the user to define a pattern to simulate the shape of the 
diaphragm that will model the pattern of light reaching the camera film, creating realistic lens 
diffraction effects (glare). Furthermore, users can add a second pattern which defines “obstacles” 
in the lens such as dust, fingerprints or eyelashes adding to a more realistic diffraction effect.

diffraction
happens when light goes through small holes (apertures) and behaves like waves. it is very 
important in optics.

lens scattering
is a new parameter part of simulens™, which simulates the scattering of light inside a lens system. 
This effect is typically called “bloom” and users can control the amount of lens scattering.

These advanced controls brings a new level of quality and realism to computer graphics. Users 
can now have control over diffraction, the frequency of diffraction, and also lens scattering 
to simulate blooming effect. also vignetting  control has been incorporated. vignetting is the 
darkening effect that happens on real world lenses, especially wide angle lenses. it’s now possible 
to remove this natural darkening partially or completely from your renders. 

all these features are combined under Maxwell Render’s simulens™ system which is also 
compatible with Multilight™.

neW render featUres
Z-Clip planes
You can cut your rendered object with far and near planes and the render will show the interior 
of the object, without the need to model the edges. excluding desired objects from Zclip is also 
possible.Very flexible and useful.

shift lens
This new camera parameter allows you to shift the film plane up/down and left/right, without 
rotating the camera. This is very useful in architectural rendering for keeping a 2 point perspective 
while capturing the entire building in the image.

n

n
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WorkfloW
Maxwell Render provides two alternative workflows. One method allows the user to use their 
existing 3d package and the appropriate Maxwell Render plug-in to send scene data to the 
render engine (MxCl). The other method allows you to import objects into Maxwell studio 
(MxsT) where you create/edit/assign materials, set up lights and cameras and MxsT then sends 
the scene to MxCl.

Maxwell studio rewritten
Maxwell studio has been rewritten from scratch. The performance, usability and stability have 
been further enhanced in all areas. 

among a lot of improvements we highlight:
opengl® performance
The improvements in this area are huge. it is incredibly faster from previous versions 
to load and edit geometry (and we really mean it). Thanks to this optimization, big 
scenes with lots of textures are now easy to handle. other special features have been 
incorporated like the transparent shading of dielectrics in the viewports.

new Material editor
The new material editor is integrated in studio and the plug-ins, taking advantage of the 
improvements.

Blow Up
This new feature allows the user to choose a region of the viewport and render it at the final 
resolution chosen. it is ideal for rendering details without having to set a new camera.

UV mapping interaction
Uv mapping interaction has been enhanced, avoiding disturbing wireframes over objects 
when mapping.

new exporting options
Users have the option to export selected geometry like mxs or obj.
exporting as mxs will also export the material(s) attached to the object(s).
export to obj and mxs is protected by the user who created the Mxs from the corresponding 
plug-in by a tag in the plug-in interface.

n
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Complete history
Maxwell Render studio now keeps track of all scene changes and shows them listed in a 
history panel. Users can scroll through the history list to undo/ redo changes. The history list 
can also be purged.

improved Ui
Maxwell Render studio’s user interface has been improved with an overall better organization.

We can highlight the following improvements:
Customizable shortcuts
object panel now displays applied materials to the right of the object name, inside the 
object list for a faster overview of applied materials.
object parameters panel has been fused with triangles and projectors panels. parameters 
panels have been redesigned for collapsing and expanding groups of settings individually.
new graphics, icons and the possibility to change layout aspects have been added.
icon size in object list and material list can be switched between small/medium/large.
Mxi/hdr textures can be dropped from one slot to another. settings for one slot can be 
quickly copied to all slots.
a “City” list has been added to Physical Sky, which loads a list of cities from a text file. 
Cities can be added/ removed easily from the list by editing the text file.
automatic gMt – when setting a certain location, studio automatically sets the correct 
GMT for that location.
ability to rotate the physical sky system for easier positioning of the sun. ability to rotate 
and scale the entire scene, along with the cameras.
texture paths and searching for missing textures greatly improved.
ability to lock objects or cameras to prevent accidental movement

new generation of plug-ins
This new generation of plug-ins is highly superior to previous ones, and we will continue 
to improve all plug-ins. Generally, the plug-ins are much more integrated and transparent 
to users, allowing for a faster workflow, more flexibility and ease of use.

This version includes plug-in connections to 3ds Max, viZ, lightwave, Maya, Rhinoceros, 
solidworks, archicad, CineMa 4d, form∙Z, sketchUp.

n
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oUtpUt
Mxi
Mxi is the Maxwell Render proprietary high dynamic range format. it stores lighting information 
per pixel and per light individually (if Multilight™ is enabled) along with RGBa values, as opposed 
to common 24 or 32 bits images that can only store RGB or RGBa values.The Mxi format is more 
powerful now. it allows users to Resume and it is compatible with simulens™ and Multilight™. its 
size is around 3.5 times smaller than in previous versions, indirectly enhancing other features like 
networking.

other formats
of course, Maxwell Render can export to most common formats like jpG, pnG, TGa ... and now 
also in 32 bits and hdR as well.

supported texture formats
These have been greatly expanded to allow many different image formats to be used as textures. 
The following table describes which formats are supported:

n

n
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render Channles
Maxwell Render can export different layers for compositing purposes:

render
alpha
shadow
Material id 
object id
ZBuffer

among the enhancements in this area we can highlight the new shadow layer, which simulates 
the cast shadows of the materials with the “shadow” flag enabled.

netWork rendering
The Maxwell Render network system allows jobs to be sent individually to each machine on the 
net, rendering animations and frames. it is even possible to let all machines render the same 
frame individually and merge the images that have been created at the end of the rendering 
process. it has some further useful functions like grouping nodes for exclusive assignment or 
displaying jobs.

Maxwell Render’s networking has been vastly improved and optimized, making it more stable 
and faster.

We can highlight the following improvements:
it is possible to set the networks components like servers or managers and to display them more 
quickly by clicking on the new icons from the Maxwell Render root program. 

job queue now includes more information to track your renders, so that you know exactly at 
which point a job is. This includes sl, more status info, rendering time, next update, target sl, 
and others.

displaying jobs
one of the most powerful feature of the job Queue window is the display function. while 
servers  are rendering you can select any of them and when you press the display button it 
will automatically reveal the image being rendered on that node. display button also supports 
instantaneous viewing of a cooperative job as merged during the render progress. 

redesigned Ui
Maxwell Render engine (MxCl) interface has been redesigned so that network rendering is more 
comfortable to the user.

n

n
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selection of servers
selection of servers has also been improved, and it is now possible to select machines by name 
or ip.

Mxi merging improved
Mxi merging has been improved when it is saved and loaded again, making it more stable.

sdk
Maxwell Render standard development Kit is available upon request and proposal evaluation. 
some improvements have been made for third party developers. 

We can highlight the following improvements:
Mxs file creation is faster and safer.
support for new features.
new platforms supported.
available for os x, Win 32 and 64 bits and linux 64 bits.

if you are a developer and are interested in Maxwell Render’s sdK, please send us an email 
explaining your interest to http://www.nextlimit.com/sales_support.htm.

CoMMUnity
smart community
Maxwell Render offers a variety of learning resources like manuals, tutorials, videos, forums 
and a very open and friendly community. Maxwell Render users are enthusiastic people and we 
like to call them “the smart community” because they share, talk and learn from each other with 
respect and passion. lead by the a-Team (Maxwell Render experts and testers), you can also 
become part of this adventure.

learning curve
Maxwell Render is very easy to learn but it is also flexible enough to allow for in-depth technical 
tests, reviews or renders if that is what you are looking for.
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Materials: introdUCtion
Before explaining the material parameters used in the Maxwell material system, it is important 
to have a basic understanding of what light is, how it interacts with materials and why a material 
looks shiny, dull, transparent etc. please review this information as it will make the parameters in 
the Maxwell material editor much easier to understand.

What is light?
visible light is really a very small portion in a range of electromagnetic radiation. This radiation 
travels in waves of different wavelengths. The difference in wavelengths (the “tops” of each wave) 
is what makes the difference between blue, red, gamma rays, x-rays, radio waves etc.

“white light” is a combination of all the colours in the visible light spectrum and when we perceive 
an object as red for example, what happens white light falls on the red surface, and all the 
wavelengths except those that give red light, are absorbed by the material. only the red portion 
of the spectrum is reflected back.
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diffUse–speCUlar & refleCted light
We see an object because light is reflected from its surface into our eyes. That is, ALL light is 
reflected light. This may sound confusing at first because it has become common in renderers to 
refer to reflected light as specular (or sharply) reflected light.

in the real world light doesn’t have a separate “diffuse” or “specular” part. so what makes a 
surface look dull, or mirror like? it is the smoothness of its surface.

a surface which is not very smooth has tiny imperfections which scatter the light in all directions, 
thus creating a very “diffuse” reflection of its environment:

a surface which scatters almost all light in a chaotic, diffuse way is called a lambertian surface, 
such as the red ball in the above image.

A smooth surface however reflects light uniformly and creates a very sharp, or specular reflection 
of its environment:

it is important to note that because very smooth surfaces perfectly reflect, they reflect much less 
of their own colour. This is visible in the in the render on the left, where the ball is still tinted red, 
but since it is virtually a tinted mirror, its own colour shows much less. There are a few exceptions 
however and one of them is metals. Even if they are very smooth they reflect their own colour 
much more. The environment they reflect will become much more tinted by their own colour. 
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transparenCy 
an object becomes transparent when light doesn’t stop at the surface, but goes through the object 
and out the other side. when light passes through a material, it slows down because the material 
is denser than vacuum. Because of this change in speed, the light is bent, or refracted when going 
from vacuum (or air) into the material. This refraction occurs whenever light changes speed, so 
it happens when it moves from one material to another with different densities. The refraction is 
also what causes “caustics”, concentrated pools of light.

in the render on the right, it is refraction that makes the checkered pattern look distorted, and 
makes the caustics pattern. different materials slow down light more, or less, relative to the speed 
of light in air or vacuum. This difference between lightspeed in vacuum <–> lightspeed in medium, 
is specified as the index of refraction (IOR) for that particular medium.

the fresnel effeCt
The Fresnel effect is the apparent increase/decrease of a surfaces reflectance based on viewing 
angle. for example if you look at your monitor screen straight on, the monitor glass shows almost 
no reflection, but if you look at it from an angle almost parallel to the glass, it has become very 
reflective. The Fresnel effect is dependant on the IOR of the material. The higher the IOR, the 
more reflective the material becomes at ALL angles, so the fresnel effect diminishes – the material 
becomes equally reflective at all angles.
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sUrfaCe properties panel

on/off CheCk Box textUre iCon

file MenU

preVieW WindoW

Material CoMponent WindoW

additional BUttons 

Materials properties panel

ColoUr Chip
textUre Bin

textUre Bin
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Material editor
The material editor is one of the most important areas of Maxwell. it provides a powerful set of 
parameters for advanced editing of a Maxwell material. The four main areas of the material editor are:

a) Material Components
Maxwell’s materials can be composed of different layers and each layer includes one Bsdf,
a coating and a subsurface scattering (SSS) component. Emitters are also defined here.

B) Material preview
provides a quick preview of the material. preview options are accessible via rightclick.

C) Material properties
parameters to control the main optical properties for each material component 
(Bsdf, coatings, etc).

d) surface properties
parameters to control surface properties of a material. 

the material components area also contains six buttons to control various aspects of the material and material editor:

norMal / additiVe Blending Mode

dispersion on/off

refresh Material preVieW

set aCtiVe VieWport textUre
Matte on/off

shadoW on/off

Material editor

B C

A D
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file MenU
The file menu in the material editor has the following options:

new MxM:
Creates a new material

open material
Lets you load a .mxm file (Maxwell material file). The material will be loaded into the material 
editor as well as added to the scene material list (if studio is used).

export material
Lets you export the currently loaded material as a .mxm file (Maxwell material file).

extract materials from scene
Lets you choose a .MXS file and extract all the materials in that scene to a folder of your choice.

BasiCs MenU
This is a helper for creating materials, similar to the Maxwell beta style material creation. You can 
create 5 types of basic materials: diffuse, emitter, Metal, dielectric, Plastic. Note: You must first 
create a new material using file>new mxm for the material to be added to the material list, then 
you can use the Basics button to adjust the material.

file MenU

BasiCs MenU 

Bsdf (Bidirectional scattering distribution function) is a 
mathematical function that describes how light is scattered by a 
surface. the Bsdf basically represents the optical properties of the 
main volume of the object, whether diffuse, metallic, dielectric…
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WiZards MenU
This feature is a step by step guide to creating several types of common materials such as wood, 
Concrete, Bricks, Clipmap etc… The Wizards will ask you for textures, bumps, reflectance maps 
and material values such as roughness and colour. 

note: you must first create a new material using “file > new mxm” for the material to be added to the material list, 
then you can use the Wizards button to adjust the material.

WiZards MenU
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Material layers
Maxwell materials can contain several layers, and each layer can include one Bsdf component, 
one coating component and one sss component:

Maxwell MaTeRial
Basic layer 1
Coating
Bsdf
sss

BasiC laYeR 2
Coating 
Bsdf

layers can be controlled through a general strength factor or a weight map, and can be set in a 
normal or additive mixing mode. More detailed info about these concepts in the following pages.

adding/reMoVing layers:
in the material component panel, Rightclick in the panel. The following menu appears:

add Basic layer
This option creates a new layer with one Bsdf. only one Bsdf is allowed per layer.

add emitter
adds an emitter component. emitters can be mixed with a material, for example if you have this 
material applied to a lightbulb, when the emitter is on, it will shine light on the scene just like 
a regular emitter, and when turned off, it will reveal the glass bulb material. only one emitter 
component is allowed for the whole material. 

add Coating
adds a new coating to the selected layer.

add subsurface
adds subsurface component to the selected layer (only one sss component per 
layer is allowed)

Material layers

keep in mind that a Bsdf can be any kind of material (dielectric, 
diffuse, metal…) and that coatings are always transparent as they are 
very thin. also any of these layers can not only be a Bsdf, but only a 
coating or sss component for example. Very complex materials can 
easily be created this way.

adding/reMoVing layers
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embed MxM file
Imports an MXM (Maxwell material file) into the current material. The new materials layers are 
added to the current layers.

reset layer
Restores default parameters in currently selected layer.

remove layer
deletes the current selected layer. You can click on the folder icon to delete all the components in 
the layer, or click an individual component to only delete the selected component.

example of mxi emitter added to a material.

Material + emitter layer and glass emitting light.

for example if you have this material applied to a lightbulb, when 
the emitter is on, it will shine light on the scene just like a regular 
emitter, and when turned off, it will reveal the glass bulb material. 
only one emitter component is allowed for the whole material. 
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layer Weighting
As mentioned earlier, the influence of each layer can be controlled with a weighting factor, or a 
black and white texture (white means more influence). To change the weighting or add a texture 
to the weighting, click on the folder icon of the layer, and in the main area, adjust the weighting 
or load a texture.

The weight value controls the way different layers are blended together. for example, if there are 
two layers, setting 50 for both layers will produce a 50% contribution of each layer. Using a texture 
can produce more sophisticated blending between layers.

layer weighting is always normalized internally by Maxwell, meaning if you have 3 layers, weighted at 40, 50, 
70 respectively, their added contribution will not exceed 100. their real contribution will then be 25 / 31 / 44 
(40+50+70=160: 40/160=25, 50/160=31, 70/160=44). this means you don’t have to worry that the 
total weighting of all layers will exceed 100 and produce unnatural results.

The current weighting of the layer is displayed to the right of the layer folder. if a texture is used 
to weight the layer, a “T” will appear instead of a number.

The order of the basic layers does not interfere with the material behavior. The contribution of 
each basic layer is only determined by its weight and the blending mode enabled (normal or 
additive – more about this on the following page).

layer Weighting

a complex material made from several basic layers blended together.
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Blending Modes:
each Maxwell material can be blended in one of two modes: normal or additive. it is important to 
understand that this blending mode applies to the whole material, not to individual layers.

Change blending mode by clicking on the Blending mode button.

normal mode
should be used when making materials that are “fused” together, such as a mix of metals, or 
different coloured glass. 

additive mode
should be used when making materials that are mixed one on top of the other, such as rough 
molded plastic with a clear smooth coating applied on top, ceramics with smooth coating, laquered 
wood etc...

Matte Material
This option turns the material into a matte material which “cuts” through the entire image and 
reveals the background (for example physical sky if it’s enabled, or black if no environment 
lighting is used). This is useful for compositing purposes, for example if you have columns in front 
of a character, and the columns will be rendered in another pass, you can turn on Matte material 
for the columns, and the character will be rendered with the columns “cut” from the character. The 
columns will still contribute to the lighting, even with matte material turned on.

the scene contains a backdrop which has matte material turned on in its material. the resulting 
render shows the black background, while the backdrop still influences the scene lighing.

Blending Modes

the normal / additive blending mode button. 

N        A

the difference betweem normal & additive blending mode.

example of using normal (n) Vs additive (a) blending modes. in 
this example a clear coated plastic was the desired material, so 
additive mode is clearly more suitable.

Matte Material

the Matte Material on/off button. 
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shadoW Channel
Turning on this option for a material will make all objects with this material applied behave as 
shadow catchers. if you turn on shadow channel in the Render options panel, all materials that 
have this option turned on will render shadows only. all materials with this option off will render 
white. This allows you to render out a shadow only pass for compositing purposes. The following 
image demonstrates the procedure:

1. photograph taken to serve as background.
2. Render of a scene.
3. alpha channel rendered to crop out the background.
4. objects cropped in photoshop using the alpha channel.
5. The rendered shadow pass.
6. The shadow pass composited in photoshop using “Multiply” as the blending mode. 

additionally, the shadows can be tinted using a hue/saturation adjustment layer in 
photoshop.

7. objects pasted into photograph background.
8. final composition.

shadoW Channel

the shadow Channel on/off button. 

shadoW Channel

the rendered shadow Channel.
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Material preVieW
This panel shows a preview of the current material. To preview a material, click the  icon, or 
double-click on the preview image, or use the ‘CTRl+p’ shortcut. Rightclicking on the material 
preview, you can access some specific options:

load scene to preview
The preview window can preview any MXS file. By default it uses the defaultpreview.MXS file in 
the preview folder (nextlimit/Maxwell/preview). 

preVieW options:
This option specifies the quality and number of bounces of the preview engine. Complex materials 
may require higher quality settings. These options are also available in the preferences panel. 
There are two render engines you can use, the engine ment for preview renders, named Rs0 
(which is selected by default), and RS1, the same render engine used in the final render.

Making your own preview scenes
The material preview window can actually render any MXS, this is useful to preview specific 
scenes or objects. When the Rightclick menu is shown, all the MXS files available in the preview 
folder are shown, letting you choose the desired one. 

You can simply make your Mxs scene as usual and make sure you have a material called 
“preview” in the scene applied to the object(s) you want to use for material previewing. Then save 
your Mxs in the preview folder located in the Maxwell install folder.

Material preVieW

rightclick on the preview window for preview options

preVieW options

preview options panel
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textUre piCker
Clicking on any texture icon  will bring up the texture picker allowing you to load a texture.

loading textures
To choose a bitmap, click on the load Button or drag and drop it from any explorer or desk top 
window into the main frame. You can drag and drop multiple textures at once. This will make the 
textures available for selecting in the drop down menu.

Unloading a texture
select a previously loaded texture from the drop down menu and click Unload button to remove it 
from the scene. This will free up some memory used by studio.

tiling options
Choose to tile the material in x,Y axis and the tiling amount. 

offset texture
Choose an offset for the x,Y axis.

invert texture
inverts the loaded texture. practical for black and white textures used as weightmap on a 2 bsdf 
material. You can re-use the inverted version of the same texture on the second bsdf weight.

real scale (m)
Checking this box will make studio use a 1m x 1m x 1m projector for this texture, regardless of 
what other projector is applied to the object. This is very useful for creating reusable materials 
which you can simply drag and drop on any size object. for example if you want to create a 
material with 25cm tiles, check the Real scale Box, and set the tiling for both x and Y axis to 0.25. 
Now you can drop this material on any size floor and your tiles will always be 25cm.

Channel
specify the Uv set to be used for this texture. in studio a “Uv set” is a set of Uv coordinates for 
an object. one object can have several Uv sets. if an object only has one Uv set applied to it, that 
Uv set will be nr 0. if an object has 2 Uv sets, they will have the numbers 0 and 1. More info on 
texturing workflow in Studio can be found in the TEXTURING section on page 91.

textUre panel

texture picker dialogue window.

if an object only has one UV set, but you specify in the texture 
picker for the texture to use UV set 1, you will get an error at 
rendertime, specifying the object does not have enough UVs to 
render the texture. Make sure you use UV set 0 for all objects that 
only have one UV set applied to them.

textures are available for selecting in the drop down menu.  
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ColoUr piCker
Maxwell colour picker is a simple and fast tool for choosing colours. The circle on the outside 
coloured wheel lets the user rotate the triangle inside, choosing the hue. The second circle lets 
you choose value and brightness within the hue selected. You can also specify the colour in hsv, 
RGB or xYZ coordinates with the text boxes below the chromatic graph.

drag and drop fUnCtionality
The material editor has certain drag & drop features. You can drag & drop:

ColoUr Chips 
textUre iCons 

By default both texture and texture settings (tiling, offset etc) are copied. hold shift before 
starting the drag & drop to only copy the texture itself.

The drag & drop functionality also works between Bsdfs – you can drag a colour chip or texture 
icon, from one Bsdf to another. To do so, start dragging the icon over a Bsdf layer icon, and the 
rightside of the material editor will change to show the Bsdf layer properties. now you can drop 
the icon in one of the appropriate slots.

ColoUr piCker

drag and drop

you can drag and drop colour chips and texture icons into other areas.
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Materials CoMponents
Bsdf properties
The Bsdf component is the base of the Maxwell material system. it contains all the parameters 
necessary to create many different types of materials ranging from clear glass, sandblasted glass, 
plastics and metals. In this first section we will go through each parameter in order, with a brief 
description of each. in the second section we will show different material examples and discuss 
the settings used.

when a Bsdf is selected in the material layers, the Bsdf properties are displayed in the right 
panel. There are two sets of controls: Material properties and surface properties.

Material properties:
reflectance 0º / 90º
This is the light reflected by the material. In other words: it is the material’s colour. Choose a 
reflectance colour by clicking the colour picker, or specify a texture by clicking in the texture 
button . You can enable or disable the texture using the check button near the texture button.

A full white reflectance (RGB 255) means that all the light that falls on the object is reflected back. 
Black reflectance (RGB 0) means that all the light is absorbed.

There are two reflectance colours depending on the light reflected when the object is seen at 0º 
degrees (frontal view) or at 90º degrees (glancing angle). 

The Reflectance 0° is the objects main colour. The Reflectance 90° colour is the objects colour at 
glancing angles. This is useful when you have a material which reflects one colour when viewed 
straight on, but at sharper viewing angles reflects another colour, such as tafta, silk, velvet etc… 
Think of the Reflectance 90° colour as the object’s “specular” reflection.

How much influence the reflectance 0° colour Vs the reflectance 90° colour has on the look of the 
material depends on the Nd setting of the Bsdf, and the roughness setting. More on these two 
parameters in the following pages. 

different fresnel ColoUrs
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For most materials, reflectance 90° colour is white, however materials like metals usually have 
tinted reflections. Changing the reflectance 90° colour allows different reflected colours at the 
edges of the object like in the samples below. Different combinations of reflectance 0º and 90º 
are shown in the next figure:

transmittance
for transparent materials, this parameter controls the colour of the light which passes through an 
object. Choose a transmittance colour by clicking the colour picker, or specify a texture by clicking 
in the texture button . The transmittance colour represents the colour of the light when it has 
reached the attenuation distance. 

avoid setting the reflectance 0° colour very high, especially rgB 255, 
since that would mean all the light that falls on an object is reflected 
back. such a material does not exists: some energy absorption 
always occurs. Maxwell internally obeys energy conservation laws, 
even with reflectance 0° at 255, but setting reflectance 0° to almost 
pure white will cause loss of contrast and much more noise in the 
renders. a white piece of paper in reality has the reflective rgB 
equivalent of about 220. reflectance 90° colour however can be 
set as high as 255 if you need strong reflections.

thicker areas are more attenuated.
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attenuation distance
as light travels through a material, it loses energy and the attenuation distance parameter allows 
you to specify how far light can move through the object before losing half its energy. for example 
if you have a 2cm thick glass window and you set the attenuation distance to 2cm, then light 
shining through the glass on the other side will be half as bright. 

attenuation distance and transmittance work together. You must set transmittance higher than 
RGB 0 for the attenuation distance to be taken into account. also, if your attenuation distance is 
very small (1nm), the object will remain opaque, since light can only travel a very small distance 
into the object. on the other hand, if you have a 1cm thick glass window and set attenuation 
distance very high (ex. 900m), and set transmittance colour to blue, the glass will not be coloured 
blue at all, it will be completely transparent because there was not enough distance in the 1cm 
thick glass to cause any attenuation and therefore reveal the transmittance colour.

The attenuation is ruled by an exponential curve, therefore, the thicker the object, the more 
attenuated the light will be, as in the example on the right.

To better understand the concept of attenuation, consider sea water. when the water layer is very 
thin (like water in the palm of your hand) you don’t see attenuation and get rather transparent 
water, when you have enough water thickness, you see a typical sea colour (dark or light blue-
green, depending on deep or shallow waters). The transmittance colour represents the colour that 
you want to get approximately at the attenuation distance. Beyond this distance, the light is more 
and more attenuated, it loses more and more energy and the view eventually turns black.

attenUation distanCe

Blue transmittance colour/attenuation distance (18cm) / 
no roughness (1)

Blue transmittance colour/attenuation distance (18cm) / 
Medium roughness (40)

transmittance map/attenuation distance (18cm) / 
Medium roughness (40)
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Custom Nd
simply put Nd, should be regarded as the ioR (index of refraction) of the material. The name Nd 
is used because it is the common way to denote an index of refraction that has been measured 
at the wavelength of 583nm.

Before explaining further how Nd influences the look of a material, it is important to understand the 
“Fresnel effect”. This effect states that the strength of reflections on a surface is dependant on the 
viewing angle. for example if you look straight on at your monitor screen, you will see very weak 
reflections, however if you look at the screen at an angle, the reflections will appear stronger.

The relationship between Nd and the fresnel effect is that with a higher Nd number, the surface 
will start to look equally reflective, no matter the viewing angle. So in effect, higher Nd “cancels” 
the fresnel effect.

with this in mind, understand that changing the Nd number controls the overall reflectivity of 
an object. For example you can have the reflectance 90° colour set to full white, but with an Nd 
of 1, the object will not seem reflective. Setting the Nd to a high value like 40, and keeping the 
reflectance 90° to that same full white colour, will result in a mirror like surface. The following 
images demonstrate this:

from the images above you can see that raising the Nd has the result of increasing the influence 
of the reflectance 90° colour, while the reflectance 0° colour (in this case it was set to almost 
black), has less and less influence when increasing the Nd.

of course the value of the Reflectance 90º colour will also affect the maximum strength of 
reflectance. For example you can set a high Nd but set the reflection 90° colour to a dark colour. 
The result will be a surface which is reflecting equally, no matter the viewing angle, but the 
reflections will appear weaker. 

for opaque materials, an Nd of at least 3 is recommended if you want them to become reflective. 
Metals have even higher Nd. The Nd setting can go as high as 1000. for a mirror like surface it’s 
usually enough to set the Nd at 100.

note: for a lambertian material, the Nd has no influence on the look of the material.

for transparent materials, Nd also controls the amount of refraction. seawater for example has 
an Nd of about 1.33. 

CUstoM Nd

Nd and aBBe inpUt field

the Nd and abbe input filed can be found in the Material editor

Nd 1  Nd 1.5

Nd 3  Nd 40
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abbe
different wavelengths of light can be refracted at slightly different angles as they pass through a 
material, and this is what causes dispersion, the effect seen when a beam of light passes through 
a prism and is split up into the different wavelengths of light. The name abbe comes from the 
German physicist ernst Abbe, who defined the abbe number. 

abbe controls the amount of dispersion, the higher the abbe number, the narrower the meaning 
the dispersion effect will disappear the higher you set the aBBe number.

load file
This option allows us to include an .r2 file to have a maximum control of the fresnel effect over the 
surface. r2 files will be explained in more detail in a later section of the material editor.

load full ior data
as an alternative to the Reflectance, Nd and Abbe values, you can use an .ior file which provides 
Maxwell with the exact index or refraction for each wavelength.

“Complex ioR” (a.k.a. full ioR) data is collected from precise measurements in laboratories and 
describe the optical properties of a material to the highest degree of accuracy. These materials 
have the advantage of being extremely realistic, with two drawbacks: 

The use of complex ioR data means Maxwell has a lot more math to do. Complex ioR 
computations require evaluation of more mathematical functions and they are dependent on view 
angle and on spectral wavelength as well as involving the computation of full dispersion (which 
by itself introduces a performance hit; taking longer to resolve image noise). This method does 
not allow many optimizations without sacrificing the intended physical accuracy. Metal ior files 
however can still render.

Unable to customize the material properties in the complex ioR database and cannot change 
parameters to derive new custom materials. however surface properties such as roughness, 
anisotropy, bump can still be changed when using ior files. Of course a BSDF with an IOR file 
loaded can still be mixed with other “regular” Bsdfs to create many interesting materials.

dispersion will raise the render time; therefore it is disabled by 
default. in order to enable dispersion, click on this button 

spectral dispersion
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the Colour Chips
Reflectance and transmittance influence each other. For example if more light is reflected from 
the surface of the object, then less light will be transmitted through it. Therefore, the reflectance 
and transmittance colours are corrected according to this. You can see a second colour square 
showing the corrected colour. hovering the mouse over the squares will show a tooltip with the 
numerical RGB values.

sUrfaCe properties:
roughness
The roughness of the surface ranges from 0 (perfectly smooth surface) to 99 (almost pure diffuse). 
The lambertian checkbox will use a perfect diffuse model (like 100% roughness). it is important to 
remember that if you want to have very smooth, mirror like surfaces, or clear glass, the roughness 
should be low (ex. 0-10). if you have a higher roughness than that, the glass or mirror surface 
will start to appear as the image on the left demonstrates influence of the roughness parameter 
on a glass material:

You can also set a black and white texture to control the roughness. Brighter values in the texture 
means higher roughness (a more diffuse surface).  when using a texture the roughness number 
is still applicable, but with a texture applied, it controls the maximum allowed roughness. for 
example, if you use a black and white checkermap as a roughness texture, and you set the 
roughness to 30, then the white parts of the texture will result in 30 roughness, while the black 
parts will represent 0 roughness. if you now change the roughness to 70, the white parts of the 
texture will result in 70 roughness and the black areas will still represent 0 roughness.

anisotropy
specify anisotropy strength (0 for isotropic surfaces – 100 for full anisotropy). You can also set a 
texture to control the anisotropy strength.

angle
Specify the anisotropy angle (the main direction of reflected light). You can also set a texture to 
control the anisotropy angle.

Bump
specify a bump texture and the bump strength. There is an additional option to specify a normal map 
as a bump texture. For normal maps, you have the choice of flipping the X,Y,Z in the texture picker, 
depending on how the normal map was created. Bump is a very sensible parameter and standard 
values will go around 20. Bump strength number has no influence when using a normal map.

the ColoUr Chips:

in the above image the following angle map was used for the top 
of the cylinder (no map was used for the sides of the cylinder):
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Coating properties
Coatings are very thin layers that are placed “on top” of the Bsdf. Because coatings are so thin, 
they produce an effect called “thin film interference”, which breaks up the light and can cause a 
rainbow like pattern. Think for example about spilling a drop of oil on a surface of water, the very 
thin layer of oil will create interference patterns. The coatings can also be used to create rough 
materials with a clear coating, for example, a glossy white plastic can be made of a diffuse Bsdf 
plus a coating. 

The main property of the coating is its thickness. The thickness is specified in nanometers (nm). 
The thickness can be specified by a numerical value or through a weight map. To avoid interference 
colouring, you have to use higher thickness values such as 1 mm (1000000 nm). 

only one coating is allowed per Bsdf. You can make a material having just a coating and no 
Bsdf. To do this, add the coating normally (Rightclick on the Bsdf or the Bsdf folder > add 
Coating), and then simply select the Bsdf and delete it by pressing the del key on your keyboard 
or right-clicking and choosing Remove layer.

Coatings with different thickness.

CoMplex ior files

Water bubble using the h2o.ior file Coating bubble and coating 
applied to diffuse sphere.
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sUBsUrfaCe sCattering properties
subsurface scattering (sss) properties can be added to each Bsdf. Transmittance must be set 
to any value other than black for SSS to have an influence on the material. Higher transmittance 
values will result in brighter and more transparent subsurface effect. when adding an sss 
component to the Bsdf, the attenuation distance of the Bsdf is not taken into account, and it is 
the absorption unit of the sss component that will control the amount of absorption/attenuation of 
light inside the material. an Nd of about 2-3 should be used for subscattering effects. lower Nd 
can be used if a very clear material is desired. 

absorption
Defines the amount of light to be absorbed through the object surface. When raised, the surface 
will absorb light quicker.

scattering
Defines the amount of light to be scattered through the surface. When increased, it has the 
effect of increasing the spreading of light in the surface.

Both iMages haVe an aBsorption rate set to 0.1. 

the left iMage has a sCattering setting of 0.1.  the right iMage has sCattering set to 0.5.

sCattering

for the above images, transmittance was set at rgB: 200,100,100, 
or in hsV: 0, 150, 200. the left image has the default sss settings 
of absorption 0.5 and scatter 0.5. the right image has absorption 
set to 30.

increasing the transmittance and keeping the absorption high 
can create materials that make the sss effect more sensitive to 
thickness variation in the model. for example:

Both images have absorption set to 30. left image has a 
transmittance value (hsV) of 200, right image has a value of 250. 
you can see the subscattering seems to be more “localized” in 
the right image, we get a bigger distinction between areas that 
show subscattering and areas that do not. for instance, the thinner 
ring lets the subscattering peak through, and the scattering is also 
brighter on the upper left part of the sphere because that is the 
direction the light is coming from.
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The effect of different scattering settings can be difficult to see, it depends largely on the size of 
the object. in small objects even a low scattering value will have the effect of scattering much of 
the light.

subsurface scattering effects

eMitter properties
The emitter material can be applied to a Bsdf material, or it can be a material of its own. emitter 
materials can be applied to any object in Maxwell. To create an emitter-only material, create an 
emitter type material. To add an emitter component to a normal material, right-click on any of the 
Bsdfs or Bsdf folders and choose add emitter. only one emitter component can be added to 
a material. 

input
This is the most important parameter as it defines which type of emission will be used emission. 
There are several possibilities:

Color + luminance
temperature of emission
Mxi texture
load emission data file

eMitter properties

emitter properties. input: Colour +luminance

in most situations, an emitter material should be applied to a 
single polygon plane. try to keep the geometry of the emitter as 
low as possible as it takes more time to remove noise if the emitter 
is made of complex geometry.

eMitter properties

emitter properties. input: temperature of emission
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ColoUr and lUMinanCe:
Colour
This parameter refers to the colour of the light emitted. There are two ways in which you can 
specify the colour.

rgB
(Red, Green and Blue). Clicking on the coloured square allows the user to choose a colour in the 
Maxwell colour picker.

Correlated colour at
lets you choose the colour that would correspond to an emission in Kelvin degrees. please note that 
choosing this option will not make any changes on intensity, just colour. low Kelvin temperatures 
are reddish coloured, 6500K is considered white, higher values will produce bluish light.

luminance
Specifies the intensity of the light. There are several ways the user can choose.

Watts and efficacy
allows you to specify how much electricity a lightsource consumes (Watts) and how efficiently 
it converts that electricity into visible light (Efficacy). The efficacy number specifies how many 
lumens are emitter per watt. for example a common 40w incandescent bulb will have a pretty 
low efficacy of 12.6 lumens/watt. This data can usually be found on the manufacturers website. 
However a more efficient energy saving bulb which is also rated at 40W will have an efficacy of 
perhaps 17.3 lumens/watt so for the same amount of energy consumed, it will emit more light. 
The watts/efficacy way of specifying the emitters intensity is useful if you want to mimic common 
lightsources, when the manufacturer provides the watt rating and the efficacy rating.

luminous power
Lumen (lm). Lumens is the SI (International System of Units) unit for luminous flux. It is a common 
way to specify how much light is emitted and light manufacturers usually supply this data.

teMperatUre of eMission

emitters at different ºk temperatures

Mxi textUre
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illuminance
Lux (lum/m^2). Lux is the unit for specifying illuminance. It is defined as one lumen per square 
meter. This is a useful setting when you want to increase or decrease the size of your emitter, 
and have it emit more or less light with the changed size of the emitter. with the previous setting 
(luminous power), if you scale up your emitter for example, the amount of light emitted will be the 
same, giving the impression that the overall light is dimmer. But in fact the same amount of light is 
emitted, just over a larger area thus giving the impression that the emitter is weaker.

luminous intensity
Candela (cd). Candela is considered the base si unit for luminous intensity (the power of light 
emitted in a certain direction).

luminance nit (cd/m^2)
one “nit” is one candela per square meter.

load preset
Maxwell Render provides some emitter presets of standard type lightsources.

teMperatUre of eMission:
a temperature in Kelvin degrees can be chosen. This will affect not only the colour but also the 
intensity of the emission. a higher temperature will make the emission more intense. The colour will 
change from Red (low temperature) to oRanGe  Yellowish  whiTe  BlUe.

Mxi textUre:
Mxi is the Maxwell image format, it stores high dynamic range data and has a lot of advantages 
over other high dynamic range formats, like the possibility to store a render in this format and 
resume it later on. for more information on Mxi format please see page 106.

This emission option allows you to texture an emitter with an Mxi/hdR. The intensity of an Mxi/
hdR map can be adjusted using MxCl. MxCl can also be used for converting regular bitmaps 
or an hdR map into an Mxi map. for more info about using MxCl for adjusting hdR maps or 
creating Mxi maps, see the section on MxCl on page 102.

Mirror-like Material

the Nd was set to a high value here (1000) since we wanted a 
totally reflective surface. the roughness was set very low in order 
to have sharp reflections. the reflectance 90° colour was set to full 
white to have strong reflections. the reflectance 0° colour was left 
at default 128 grey (which such a high Nd the reflectance 0° will 
have almost no influence on the look of the material).
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Materials tips
in this section we will provide practical examples and tips to help you better understand the 
parameters discussed above. we strongly encourage you to experiment with the material system, 
in the beginning with simple one Bsdf materials. 

CoMMon glass
Nd was set to 1.51 which is a reasonable Nd for glass. following the relationship of Nd and the 
Fresnel effect, we can use the Fresnel formulas to calculate that the reflectance of such a material 
(with an Nd of 1.51) near incidence angle (looking straight on at the material) would be about 4%, 
which translates into RGB at about 11. This is the value used for the refl 0° colour. Of course you 
don’t have to calculate this value exactly, just know that for materials with the Nd around 1.5, the 
refl 0° colour has a value of around 10–20. Of course you can always raise it if you want shinier 
looking glass, but it’s always good to know how this kind of material would behave in reality, if it’s 
realism you’re looking for. Most glass materials have an Nd around 1.5.

The reflectance 90° colour can be left at 255 since this glass will not tint the specular reflections, 
and it will also reflect almost light at this viewing angle.

Transmittance was set to R:227 G:230 B:230 to give it a slight green/blue tint. The transmittance 
was set a little low here to mimic a low grade glass with imperfections which give it a slight colour, 
and it is not extremely transparent like high grade optical glass types.

attenuation distance was set to 3cm which is a good value to use for common low grade glass. 
Remember from the material section that attenuation distance is the distance the light travels 
through a material before losing half its energy. This means that for a glass panel 1.5cm thick 
for example, the light passing through it and reaching the other side would have lost a quarter of 
its strength. for high grade glass the attenuation distance can be much larger, even more than 
five meters. Setting a higher attenuation distance means you’ll get clearer glass, since light can 
easier pass through it.

Remember that attenuation distance and transmittance are parameters that work together. for 
example you can have a low value transmittance (ex. 220, 210, 200), and starting with an attenuation 
distance of 3cm you will get a pretty heavily tinted glass. Raising the attenuation distance now will 
cause the glass to clear up. if instead you raise the transmittance values but keep attenuation distance 
at 3cm, the glass will become less colour tinted but will still be relatively dark.

Roughness was set to 0 for a perfectly smooth glass.

CoMMon glass
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plastiC
a plastic material can be made by using a 2 Bsdf material. it’s best to set the blending mode 
to additive in the case of plastics (see additive vs normal mode on page 35 for more).

The first Bsdf is the plastics base colour. The refl 0° colour was set to 210, 210, 65. The refl 
90° and Nd number does not matter and can be left as default since the material has lambert 
checked (100% diffuse surface).

The second Bsdf will be the shiny “topcoat” of the plastic. The refl 0° colour was left at default 
but you can lower or raise it to have an overall shinier plastic. The refl 90° colour was also left at 
default since we want the plastic to be very shiny at the edges, and no tinting of the reflections.

Nd was set at 3 which is a good value for plastics. 

The blending weight of the second Bsdf was set to 30 to make the shiny Bsdf have less 
influence on the final material. This makes a more realistic plastic. Try to avoid having layers 
all weighted at 100 when using additive mode. This blending mode can produce unrealistically 
reflective materials since their values are added together and not normalized in the same way 
as in normal blending mode.

To make the plastic more or less shiny, there are two possible approaches: 

1. You can lower the refl 90° colour, and/or lower the Nd of the second Bsdf to make it less 
shiny. To make the plastic shinier, since the refl 90° is already at max you can raise the Nd.

2. You can increase the blending weight of second Bsdf which will make this Bsdf have more 
influence on the final look of the material. Avoid increasing it too much beyond 30 in Additive 
mode. (see above).

shiny Wooden floor
The plastic material approach can be almost entirely copied for this particular material, we only 
need to add a diffuse texture to the first Bsdf, and a bump map. 

The diffuse texture is added to the first Bsdf (the lambert one), in the refl 0° slot. 

The bumpmap is also added to this Bsdf, strength set at two. experiment with the bump value 
and remember the bump parameter is pretty sensitive. very high values (such as 40), can 
produce unrealistic effects and longer render times.

The second Bsdf can be left untouched except you can increase the roughness value to avoid 
perfectly smooth reflections. For this image the rougness was set to 15. If the floor is too reflective, 
the quickest way to change the amount of reflection is to lower this BSDFs weight value.

plastiC & shiny Wooden floor
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When to Use regUlar Bsdf or ior files?
suppose you work in jewellery and want to render gold (and only gold in its pure form) and you 
don’t mind waiting longer for a high resolution image as long as the result is physically accurate 
in the most precise way possible; capturing the subtle effects of light and the unexpected shifts 
in colour as it would if a real gold object was present. in this situation the use of a complex ioR 
material is best for you. 

on the other hand, suppose you’re working on a two-minute animation of a gold robot for a Tv 
production. In this case you need speed and flexibility. For instance, you might want the gold 
to look a bit redder and you might want it to reflect some blue light in areas. In this case the 
extreme accuracy of an .ior file is not needed. In this case you can use a regular Bsdf material 
and adjust the parameters until you get something that ressembles gold in many respects. Your 
custom-made gold is still following the physical laws of light for accuracy, while still being entirely 
customizable and production-friendly.

The use of bsdf materials will also speed up rendering time. The biggest speed gain for bsdf vs .ior 
files will be seen for glass type .ior files, metal .ior files will not slow down the render by much.

ClipMaps Using transMittanCe Mapping
The transmittance map can be useful to simulate clipmaps. Clipmaps are defined by a black and 
white bitmap used as a transmittance map. 

Remember that the transmittance colour is defined as the colour obtained approximately at the 
attenuation distance. however, there are two exceptions:

if the transmittance colour is pure black (RGB 0, 0, 0) the object is considered opaque.

if the transmittance colour is pure white (RGB 255, 255, 255) the object is considered transparent.

ClipMap exaMple
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MaxWell stUdio
(Mxst): introdUCtion
Maxwell studio is a full, standalone application to render scenes and objects imported from other 
3d applications. Maxwell studio provides the following functionality:

• Import object files
• set attributes of objects (position, rotation, scale, pivot, smoothing, normals, etc)
• apply textures using Uv projectors
• apply physical materials and lights
• visualize the 3d scene in graphical viewports
• Create multiple cameras and adjust their position and parameters
• set sky options
• fully customizable layout with the ability to save layouts
• libraries of preset scenes, materials and layouts
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CUstoMiZing the layoUt
Maxwell studio’s layout is fully customizable. each window can display any of the available built-
in panels by clicking in the upper left icon and choosing the appropriate panel. if a panel is already 
open and it’s unique, its name will be greyed out.

Moving panels
panels can be moved from their place to another by clicking their title bar and simply drag and 
drop in another area of the layout. This makes it very fast and easy to configure a layout. 

Undocking panels
panels can be undocked from the main layout by clicking the icon in the  title bar. once a panel 
is undocked, drag and dropping it in an area of the layout. 

opening a new floating panel
from the main menu option, click “window” and choose which panel you wish to open as a 
floating panel. Dock it by clicking its title bar and drag drop it into an area of the layout.

removing a panel
panels can be removed by clicking  in the title bar. The layout always reconfigures automatically, 
expanding or stretching the rest of panels.

splitting a panel
panels can split vertically and horizontally, allowing new panels to be added to the layout. This 

is the usual way to build a new layout, by splitting the existing panels and adding new ones. The 

split quad option creates four new panels and replaces the original.

CUstoMiZing the layoUt

displaying any panels is easy. Click on the Upper right icon to 
access the list.

you can divide your window by using the split panel drop down menu.

split Quad in the graphic viewport.
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Collapsing a panel
panels can quickly be collapsed/expanded by clicking the  button in the upper right corner of a 
panel. a collapsed panel shows a light grey button when collapsed. Click it to expand the panel. 
Collapsing panels is very useful to quickly make more space for other panels without having to 
rearrange or close the panel.

saving a layout
once you are happy with your custom layout, save it from the main menu window > save layout. 
The file will be saved as an .stlay file.

opening a layout
from the main menu choose window > load layout and navigate to a folder containing the .stlay file.

Quick switching between layouts
You can quickly switch between different layouts by using the drop-down list located in the top 
row of buttons.

You can also switch layouts from window > layout and choosing from the list of available layouts. 
Make sure to save your custom layouts in the Maxwell/layouts directory on your computer so that 
they appear in the list. You need to restart studio for a newly saved layout to appear in the list.

setting a custom layout as default
saving any layout as “defaultlayout.stlay” will make it the default layout when studio is launched. 
It is recommended first that you rename the “defaultlayout.stlay” file in the Maxwell folder if you 
later wish to reload the original default layout.

a set of layouts are available under the layout folder on the installation. These layouts are focused 
on different tasks like mapping, rendering or editing.

QUiCk sWitChing BetWeen layoUts

you can always access different layouts quickly form the layout menu.
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panel types
Maxwell studio provides different panels for different functions. The panels can be accessed by 
switching an existing panel or using the menu command Window to open a floating panel.

• 3d viewpoRT    perspective or camera viewport
• 2d viewpoRT    orthographic viewport
• MaTeRial lisT    list of materials available in the scene
• MaTeRial ediToR    advanced editing of the selected material
• MaTeRial BRowseR    Browse material libraries
• enviRonMenT seTTinGs    physical sky / sky dome / hdR lighting options
• RendeR opTions    General rendering options
• oBjeCT lisT    list of all objects and groups of objects in the scene
• oBjeCT paRaMeTeRs    parameters of the selected objects
• CaMeRa lisT    list of cameras in the scene
• CaMeRa paRaMeTeRs    parameters of the selected camera
• Console    Console messages
• hisToRY    list of changes made in the scene

More detailed information about using each panel type can be found in the Maxwell sTUdio: 
panel TYpes section on page 71.

Most of the panels are divided into subsections to for a more efficient display of information. Click 
on the section name to expand that section and click it again to collapse the section:

The numerical inputs can be edited by typing new numbers or pressing the middle mouse button and 
dragging up and down to scroll the number. press CTRl while using MMB to scroll faster through the 
numbers. alternatively you can use the scroll wheel of the mouse for quicker number scrolling.

Collapsed and expanded panels

“Background” section collapsed and then expanded.

nUMeriCal inpUts

you can change the numerical values by either typing new numbers or 
pressing the middle mouse button and dragging.
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Using the VieWports and CaMeras
The viewports in studio are openGl® based and display all the scene items (objects, cameras, 
etc). You can create as many viewports in a layout as needed. any panel can be switched to 
display a 3d/2d viewport.

naVigation:
These are the basic functions to navigate in the graphical viewports:

• alT + lMB  =  RoTaTe CaMeRa aRoUnd The TaRGeT oRiGin
• alT + MMB  =  pan CaMeRa
• alT + RMB  =  ZooM in/oUT CaMeRa

• alT + CTRl + lMB = “slow-mode” – slowly rotate camera around the target origin. 
 Up/down arrows on keyboard can be used to change how slowly the camera should move 
 in this mode. You can repeatedly press the down or Up arrows to adjust, then use. 
alT + CTRl + left mouse button

• alT + CTRl + MMB = “slow-mode” – slowly pan camera
• alT + CTRl + RMB = “slow-mode” – slowly zoom in/out camera. 

• alT + shifT + lMB = RoTaTe CaMeRa TaRGeT aRoUnd The CaMeRa oRiGin
• alT + shifT + RMB = displaCe CaMeRa oRiGin alonG The looK-aT diReCTion. 

This also moves the camera’s focal point (camera target), along with the camera.
• alT + shifT + MMB = Roll CaMeRa

The last function is only available when the viewport is a camera view.

additionally, there are quick navigation options when Rightclicking on any viewport:

“Reset viewport” will reset the viewport to a default perspective view.
“look at selection” applies to both camera and perspective view and it centers the selection 
on the viewport without changing the position of the viewer or the camera zoom.
“Center selection” centers the current selection (objects and/or groups) in the viewport.
“Center scene” centers the entire scene in the viewport.

naVigation options

navigation options with the right mouse button menu.
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2d / 3d VieWports:
Maxwell studio provides perspective and orthographic viewports. The buttons at the top of the 
viewport allow you to quickly change between views:

“perspective” allows you to change between the perspective/cameras point of view. when clicked, 
a menu will appear listing all the available cameras and perspective view.

The “shaded” option will change the display mode of the window. please see the display Modes 
section for more details.

The button “3d” can be clicked to change to a 3d perspective view; by default it will show the last 
active perspective in that window.

Clicking any of the other letters will changes the viewport to orthographic views.
“T”  foR Top
“D”  foR BoTToM
“L”  foR lefT
“R”  foR RiGhT
“F”  foR fRonT
“B”  foR BaCK

VieWports
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display Modes:
Maxwell studio provides different display modes in the viewports. You can choose the appropriate 
mode by clicking on the display mode menu on the viewport title bar.

The following shading mode options are available:

• Bounding box:   —  only bounding boxes of the objects are shown.
• wireframe:   —  only lines are shown.
• hidden line:   —  like wireframe, but backfacing polygons are not shown.
• flat:    —  flat shading.
• Toon:  —  cartoon shading.
• shaded:   —  smooth shading. 
• Texture decal:   —  textures are previewed in the viewport without shading.
• Textured:   —  textures are previewed in the viewport with shading.

the VieWport grid:
The grid visible in both 3d and 2d viewports gives you an indication of how big your objects are. 
for the 3d viewport, there is a grid size indicator at the bottom right of the viewport showing 
the current grid size. This indicator will change as you zoom in/out of the viewport and the grid 
spacing updates. The number of the grid size indicator tells you the distance between two bright 
lines of the grid:

for the 2d viewports, the grid shows size indicators starting from the scenes origin and they 
increase from that point:

display Modes

grid sCale

the grid size is also indicated in the bottom right cornor of your window.

Grid:0.5m
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display preferenCes:
display preferences are found in the main menu “edit > preferences > openGl®  ”. 

set Colour
Colour of viewport backgrounds

threshold
Maximum angle to merge polygon lines shown in the viewport (this is only applied to openGl® 
display, no polygon lines are merged for rendering)

enable sky in new scenes
physical sky will be on by default in new scenes

Vertex Buffers
Uses the vertex buffer feature of openGl® 1.5 to greatly increase viewport speed with heavy 
geometry. disable this feature if you experience problems or artifacts in the viewport display.

smooth antialiasing
enable / disable line antialiasing

lights
number of lights used in openGl® viewports

texture res
Texture resolution to use in the openGl® viewports.

show bounding box when navigating
acceleration mode showing the objects as bounding boxes when rotating/panning/zooming in 
the viewport.

Creating a CaMera:
By default Maxwell studio has a perspective visualization mode that acts like a camera, but without 
all the possibilities of a real Maxwell camera. You don’t have to necessarily create a camera to scene, 
but we do recommend this so that you have more control over the final image look.

Use the viewport menu (Rightclick on viewport) and choose “new Camera” or press CTRl+C. 
This will add a camera with the point of view of your current perspective view. You can create as 
many cameras as you want. in the Camera list panel, Rightclick and choose “new Camera”.

once a camera has been created, the camera frustum is displayed in the viewport. To switch to 
a camera viewport, click the viewport switch button icon in the upper left corner and choose the 
desired camera.

display preferenCes

on the Mac this is under the Mxstudio Menu>preferences>opengl®

Creating a CaMera
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Camera frustum (yELLOW fRAME)
The camera frustum is adapted according to the resolution of the image set in the Camera 
parameters panel. when the render is launched from the camera view, only the region inside the 
frustum is rendered. The same applies when you launch a viewport render.

selecting any camera in the Camera list panel will display that cameras properties in the Camera 
parameters panel.

MoVing a CaMera:
switch the viewport to “Camera view” and rotate, pan or zoom the view as explained earlier (alT 
+ mouse). This mode affects only the origin of the camera. in order to pan or rotate the camera as 
well as the target of the camera, use the shortcuts alT + shifT + mouse. 

The camera can also be moved using its translate handles:

left: Camera handles set to move the camera    right: Camera handles set to move the camera target.

To move a camera using its handles, select it from the Camera list panel, and press the move icon 
 from the top row of icons. The translate handles appear and you can move the camera without 

moving its target. To move the target of the camera instead, press the “l key”. 

sWitChing to a CaMera

CaMera frUstUM

the yellow frame indicates the area of the camera frustrum
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To move the camera together with its target, press the l key again. pressing the l key yet again 
will switch to moving only the camera. 

when the translate handles are set to move only the camera, the rotate button  can be used 
to roll the camera.

depth of field (dof):
Maxwell’s cameras are designed to work like real cameras, so it is important to understand first 
of all the concept of depth of field. 

Consider the following image: The camera is pointing to the interest area (the koala). The focal 
distance should be the distance to the object in order to get a perfectly focused image. The near 
and far planes define the DOF area. Inside the DOF area, all objects are in focus.

dof

near plane far plane

focal distance

The most important camera parameters to remember regarding the dof are the fstop and focal 
length. The smaller the fstop (1.8, 2.2, 2.8) the smaller the dof, meaning only a small area of the 
image will be in focus. with the focal length parameter, larger focal lengths will reduce the dof, 
for example 50mm, 70mm, 100mm. a focal length of 24mm (typically called wide angle) will have 
a very large dof, so almost all areas of the image will be in focus.

depth of field (dof)
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The Maxwell camera has a visual focus indicator that provides information about the focus 
conditions of the target. when the camera moves, the focus indicator changes according to the 
distance to the objects from the camera.

The focus indicator is composed of two circles and a rectangular indicator just in the center of the 
camera. when the target object (the central point of the circles) is exactly in focus, the rectangular 
indicator turns to yellow, otherwise it remains black. 

a black rectangular indicator does not necessarily mean that the render will be out of focus, it 
also depends on the dof distance. To measure if the camera target is inside or outside the dof 
distance, the circles use blue or red colours.

The area of the circle with red colour means than the specific target area is beyond the far plane. 
Conversely, when the area of the circle is blue, the points are before the near plane. areas in red 
and blue mean “out of focus” zone. Transparent areas are in focus. The yellow mark is the exact 
focal point.

Use the shortcut: press the “I” key to disable or enable this information in the display.

depth of field (dof)

Beyond far plane = red = out of focus

DOF 

Before near plane = blue = out of focus

the nUMBers near the foCUs indiCator refer to:

fd  =  focal distance
near =  distance from camera to near plane
far  =  distance from camera to far plane
dof  =  dof distance (far – distance)
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render
Two additional functions “auto focus” and “focus to” are very helpful to control the focus of the 
camera. You can find these options by Rightclicking in the viewport.

auto focus (key f)
automatically focuses to the target point (what the focus indicator sees in the viewport).

focus to…
Choose this option and then click any point of the viewport. The clicked object will be in focus.

foCUs indiCator

focus indicator showing focus and out of focus areas. focus is set 
on the third closest sphere.

 
for the auto focus and focus to options to work correctly, make 
sure you are not in Bounding Box or Wireframe shading modes.
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shift lens:
The shift lens functionality of the Maxwell camera allows you to shift the lens of the camera in 
order to move up/down, left/right the image that falls on the virtual film plane. This is useful for 
architectural type renders where you want to keep some lines of the building parallel, making a 
two point perspective. 

x offset: Defines the offset in X (side-side movement). Values can go from –100 to 100.

y offset: Defines the offset in Y (up-down movement). Values can go from –100 to 100.

ZClip:
ZClip planes allow you to cut away parts of the geometry in a render by specifying the near and far 
clipping planes of the camera. This allows you for example to move the camera outside a room, 
and cut away the wall facing the camera so you can still get a render as if the wall didn’t exist, 
although the actual render will take into account the wall and produce proper lighting.

ZClip check box: enables ZClip

Z near: Define the near clipping plane. Anything before this plane will be clipped.

Z far: Define the far clipping plane. Anything after this plane will be clipped.

The Z-Clip planes can be previewed either by looking through the camera in the viewport (you will 
then see the object being clipped as you move the Z-Clip planes) or looking in a perspective view 
and seeing the red (near plane) and blue (far plane) rectangles.

seeing the planes throUgh perspeCtiVe VieW vs seeing the ZClip direCtly throUgh the CaMera.

rotary disC & ZClip panel

resulting ZClip planes and a ZClip render.
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panel types
oBJeCt list
object list showing groups, objects and their materials

The object list panel is where all the groups and objects in the scene are listed in an explorer 
style interface. The material applied to objects/groups are shown to the right. further to the right 
is a lock icon allowing you to lock an object to prevent accidental movement. You can still apply 
a different material to a locked object. each column in this panel can be resized by click dragging 
on the column separators.

assign Material:
select one or more objects and/or groups and select this option to apply a material to the 
selection.

Clone:
Create clones of your current selection

group:
select more than one object and select this option to create a group from the selection. a pop-up 
will appear allowing you to name the group.

Ungroup:
select one or more groups and select this command to ungroup the objects contained in the group (s).

group triangles:
select an object and switch to triangle selection mode , select some triangles and choose this 
command to make a triangle group from that triangle selection. The triangle group can be found in the 
object parameters panel under the “Triangle Groups” tab.

new UV set:
select one or more objects and click this button to create a new Uv set for the object (s).

select all:
all objects and groups will be selected

deselect all:
all objects and groups will be deselected

oBJeCt list

oBJeCt list panel

rightclicking in the object list 
panel to open its options.
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select by keyword
a pop-up appears where you can enter a string of characters found anywhere in an objects name. 
for example if your scene contains the objects named Glass container, plastic container, entering 
“contain” in the pop-up will select both objects.

invert
inverts the current selection.

hide/Unhide
hides or unhides the current object/group selection from the viewport display and rendering.

Unhide all
Unhides all objects in the scene that were hidden.

Merge objects
select two or more objects and choose this command to merge them into one object.

remove
select one or more groups or objects. Choose this command to delete them. note that objects in 
the group (s) will also be deleted.

rename
select an object or group and choose this command to rename it.

items
This menu item contains several options:

expand all  — expands all objects and groups.
expand selection — expands all selected objects and groups.
Collapse all  — Collapse all objects and groups.
Collapse selected — Collapse all selected objects and groups.
sort alphabetically  — sort all objects and groups alphabetically.

icon size
set the size of the icons displayed in the object list.

oBJeCt list panel

By rightclicking on the objects window you can gain quick 
access to the dropdown menu.
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oBJeCt paraMeters
when a group or a set of objects are selected in the object list panel, the  object parameters panel 
will show the list of parameters that can be changed for that selection. The panel is divided into 
several sections which can be expanded/collapsed by clicking on the section title:

geoMetry seCtion
position: xYZ world position of the object(s).

rotation: euler angles of the object(s).

scale: xYZ scale of the object(s).

piVot seCtion
Center pivot: set the pivot point to the geometric center of each object.

pivot position: xYZ position of the pivot.

pivot rotation: euler angles of the pivot.

display seCtion
hidden: hide/show the object from the display view. hidden objects do not render nor take part 
in the render.

hidden from Camera: hide the object from the render view but have it participate in the render 
calculation (cast shadows, refract etc).

hidden from reflection/refraction: Reflected or refracted objects are hidden (seen in enough 
specular materials or with low roughness; like a vampire in a mirror).

hidden from gi: Means the object will render but will not affect lighting.

exclude from ZClip: if this option is selected, the object won’t be cut by zClip planes.

show normals: show the normals of the object in the viewport.

normal size: The display length of the normals.

shading type: Choose the display mode for the selected object(s).

oBJeCt paraMeters 1

object panel with geometry and display sections expanded.
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normals:  reverse: This will change the renderable side of the polygon by changing  
  the direction of the normal vector. it is relevant with objects that have got  
  emitter or dielectrics materials applied
  recalc: Recalculate the objects normals. This parameter can help remove 
  rendering artifacts due to corrupt normals of an imported object.

smoothing: Choose whether to smooth objects at render time, or if the object(s) should not be 
smoothed (flat).

smoothing angle: angle of smoothing. if the angle between adjacent polygons is smaller or 
equal to this angle, they will be smoothed.

UV sets seCtion
displays all the Uv sets belonging to the current object. note that only one object has to be 
selected for the list to display the Uv sets. To know more about how to create an Uv set please 
refer to page number 91.

UV paraMeters
lets you edit the parameters of the currently selected Uv set. for more info about working with 
UV sets in Studio, see section on page 91. To edit a UV set you need to set it to something other 
than “locked”.

type: lets you choose the type of Uv set needed for the object. There are 4 types of Uv sets 
available: flat, spherical, Cylindrical, Cubic. 

Channel: set the Uv channel that this Uv set will represent. The Uv channel is used when 
applying textures to a material in the material editor, you specify the Uv channel that texture 
should use. For example an object may have two UV sets, one spherical (channel 0) and one flat 
(channel 1). A material applied to this object can use both the spherical UV set and the flat UV 
set. in the material editor, you can set one texture to use channel 0 and another texture to use 
channel 1.

position: The position of the Uv set relative to the position of the object it is applied to. 0,0,0 
means the Uv sets pivot is at the center of the object it is applied to.

rotation: The orientation of the Uv set relative to the orientation of the object it is applied to. 0,0,0 
means the Uv set has the same orientation as the object it is applied to.

scale: The size of the Uv set in meters. The scale is initially set to the bounding box size of the 
object for cubic Uv sets.

adjust to object: pressing this button will adjust the position and scale of the current Uv set to 
the global position and scale of the object it is attached to. additionally there is a locked type of 
Uv set. This is the type of Uv set assigned to objects which already have Uv information from 
import. This Uv set does not allow any editing. You can also set a current Uv set to locked to 
avoid editing it by mistake.

oBJeCt paraMeters 2

sMoothing

A  B
sphere a: with smoothing on.  sphere B: with smoothing set to flat.
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triangle groUps
show all triangle groups belonging to the selected object. note that only one object has to be 
selected for the list to display the triangle groups.

To view the triangles associated with a triangle group, make sure you are in Triangle selection 
mode  and select a triangle group. The triangles appear in the viewport.

You can drag and drop a material from the material list onto a triangle group to assign that material 
to just that triangle group. You can also select a triangle group in the list, and then drag and drop a 
material directly in the viewport. To remove a triangle group, select it and press the delete key on 
your keyboard. additionally if you Rightclick on a triangles group a menu will pop up:

Merge: This will merge two selected groups and will leave the material of the first selected to the 
new merged group of triangles

recalculate: this option will recalculate the group to add or remove some triangles.
Rename: for renaming a group.

remove: same as delete key, it will remove the triangles group but not the triangles themselves.

Material list
all the materials currently loaded in the scene are listed in the material list, including those that 
are not assigned to any object. 

note: to keep your Mxs files tidy and clean we recommend you to remove unused materials before 
rendering. this way MxCl won’t expend time looking for textures of unassigned materials.

if a material has already been previewed in the material editor, a smaller version of the preview 
thumbnail will appear next to each material. if the material has never been previewed an icon with 
a red ‘x’ will appear next to it.

a material can also be dragged from the Material Browser panel into the Material list panel. 

new Material: Create a new material.

new emitter: Create a new emitter material.

import MxM: Imports an .mxm (Maxwell material file) into the material list.

Clone Material: Creates a clone of the currently selected material.

rename Material: shortcut for this command is f2.

remove selected: Removes selected materials from the scene.

remove Unused: all materials that are not applied to any object are removed.

remove all: Removes all the materials from the scene.

Material list panel

Material list panel

rightclicking in the material 
list reveals the following menu:
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select assigned objects: select a material and choose this option to select all objects 
that have this material applied.

select assigned triangles: select a material and choose this option to select all triangles 
that have this material applied.

add assigned triangles: if you already have selected some triangles in the scene, use 
this option to add to that selection all triangles that have this material applied.
remove assigned triangles: if you already have selected some triangles in the scene, use 
this option to remove from that selection all triangles that have this material applied.

reload preview: select one or several materials and choose this option to generate a 
new preview for all the selected materials at once.

items: This menu contains the option to sort the materials alphabetically.

icon size: set the size of the icons displayed in the material list.

Material BroWser
This panel provides a way to browse the Maxwell materials available on your system. it is also 
available in the MXED, the standalone material editor. For every MXM file found in the material 
database, the material browser shows a small preview of the material. 

within the Maxwell installation folder there is a material database that you can browse. if you have 
set a materials folder in studio preferences (edit > preferences > paths), the Material Browser 
will open in that folder.

assigning/adding materials from the browser is done by drag and drop, in one of three ways: 

1. drag and drop a material onto a selected object or group of triangles in the 3d/2d 
viewports. this action will add the material to the current scene and assign it to the 
object/ triangles.

2. drag and drop the material to the material list (both from the browser in studio or from 
the browser in Mxed). the material is added to the list, but not assigned to any object.

3. drag and drop the material into the material editor (both from the browser in studio or 
from the browser in Mxed). the material is added to the material list and is also opened 
in the material editor for editing. the material is not assigned to any object.

Material BroWser panel

Material browser showing a selection of preset materials.

preferenCes panel

set a materials folder in studio preferences (edit > preferences > paths)
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a material can also be dragged from the Material list into the Material Browser, which is an easy 
way of creating your own material libraries. several materials can also be selected at once and 
dragged to the Material Browser.

a – from browser (MxsT or Mxed) to the selected object /triangles.
B – from browser (MxsT or Mxed) to the material editor.
C – from browser (MxsT or Mxed) to the material list.

CaMera paraMeters
The camera parameters hold all the settings for the Maxwell cameras. for more info about 
working with the cameras, see the section on page 64.

Block: Checking this option will not allow to change the camera parameters.
hide: Checking this option will hide the camera in the viewports.

position
Camera: xYZ world coordinates of the origin of the camera.

target: xYZ world coordinates of the target of the camera.

focal distance: distance from the camera to the camera target. 

roll angle: Rolling angle of the camera (in degrees).

optiCs
shutter: The shutter speed, specified in 1 / n of a second.

fstop: Controls the aperture of the lens.

focal length: The focal length of the lens. 

resolUtion
x res: The x (width) resolution of the image.

y res: The Y (height) resolution of the image.

keep image aspect check box: Keeps the image aspect ratio when changing the 
width or height of the image resolution and/or the film back width/height.

pixel aspect: width–height proportion of the pixels. Useful when the rendering output 
will be displayed on devices which have non-square pixels, such as television sets.

drag & dropping Materials

resolUtion & optiCs f-stop
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filM BaCk

Width: Camera film width. 

height: Camera film height. 

iso: Sensibility of the film.

(Higher ISO number means the virtual film is more sensitive to light).

diaphragM
diaphragm type: Choose Circular or polygonal. This controls the shape of the “bokeh” 
effect caused by bright spots in the image that are out of focus.

Blades: number of blades (for polygonal diaphragm).

angle: angle of the blades (for polygonal diaphragm).

rotary disC shUtter

shutter angle / fps:
enabling this check box allows the amount of motion blur in an image to be affected properly by 
the shutter angle parameter found in animation cameras. for still camera photography (Maxwell 
Render’s default), the amount of motion blur in an image is controlled by the shutter speed 
parameter. The lower this value is, the longer the shutter is open, and the more pronounced 
the motion blur will be. However,  for animations – where you are replicating a film camera - the 
shutter speed is generally fixed to a certain speed, usually 24 frames per second (1/24). Since film 
cameras can’t control the amount of motion blur by changing the shutter speed, they instead have 
a rotating disc with an adjustable pie-shaped cut out on it, which controls how long each frame is 
exposed. The width of the cut-out is called shutter angle, and is expressed in degrees. fully open 
(180 degrees) will yield the maximum amount of motion blur, while a very narrow setting (say, 
15 degrees) will produce very subtle motion blur. This feature automatically translates your usual 
iso/shutter speed settings in combination with the shutter angle, so your animation exposure will 
match your still image exposure, while producing the proper amount of motion blur.

Maxwell shutter (exposure) = fps * 360 / shutter angle
shutter angle = fps * 360 / Maxwell shutter (exposure)
% of blur = shutter angle * 100 / 360

diaphragM panel
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CaMera list
This panel lists all the cameras in the current scene. Rightclicking in the camera list panel shows 
a menu with the following options:

new Camera: Creates a new camera, shortcut Ctrl+C or Command+C (Mac)

Make active: This option will set the selected camera as the rendering camera and also switch 
the viewport view to this camera.

rename: Rename a camera, shortcut f2.

hide/Unhide: hide or unhide a camera from the scene. The camera can still be used to render.

Block/Unblock: Block or Unblock a camera to prevent accidental movements.

Clone: Clones the currently selected camera.

delete: select one or more cameras and choose this option to delete them from the scene.

items: sort cameras alphabetically.

icon size: set the size of the icons displayed in the camera list panel.

enVironMent settings
environment lighting options in Maxwell Render are grouped under this panel. Choose from the 
drop-down list the type of environment lightning you want:

none:
This will turn off all environment settings. perfect for setting up emmiter based projects.

sky doMe:
This option represents a uniform colour sky. Click the “settings” tab to expand its settings.

set Colour:
Clicking on this button will open a colour picker to choose the dome colour.

lumens:
Type in the intensity of the sky dome in lumens.

physiCal sky:
Maxwell Render provides a physical sky model that reproduces the skylight conditions at different 
locations/dates/hours. when the sky is enabled, the viewport shows a visual representation of the 
sky that can be enabled and disabled by pressing the ‘K’ key.

CaMera list panel

you can select any camera in the list by clicking on it. By rightclicking 
in the camera list panel will display the panel dropdown menu.

enVironMent settings panel
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loCation tiMe
longitude/latitude: earth positions to calculate the sky/sun light direction. 

date: set the date.

time: set the time.

gMt offset: set the Greenwich Mean Time offset of the longitude/latitude location.

now: press this button to set the time and date to your computer’s current time and date.

auto: enables the auto GMT function. This function updates the GMT automatically as you move 
the sky globe or change the longitude/latitude.

City: List of cities for quickly choosing a location. The list is a text file which you can edit to add/
delete locations. it can be found in your Maxwell install folder (cities.txt).

ground rotation: allows you to rotate the north direction. This is useful when you want to 
reposition the sunlight without changing the location or date/time settings which would change 
the sky illumination.

google earth™ data: Allows you to import a KML file to set the location.

atMosphere
sun: enable or disable direct sunlight. The direct sun light can be enabled or disabled independent 
from the sky light. 

turbidity / ozone / Water: physical properties of the sky, slightly affect the colour components of 
the sky. increasing turbidity gives a warmer yellow tone, increasing ozone gives a colder blue tone.

enVironMent panel
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sky gloBe
You can interactively rotate the earth in the display, to change to a different location. Use 
alt+lMB to rotate and alt+RMB to zoom in/out. The shortcut key “K” enables or disables the sky 
representation in the graphical viewport.

The graphical viewport shows the geographical directions (n, e, s, w) by means of a compass 
located in the bottom left corner. The sun is represented by a small yellow sphere that points to 
the sun direction. when the sun is below the horizon, the yellow sphere fades to black.

iMage Based:
Applies an HDR or MXI image file to a spherical environment. These two image formats store high 
dynamic range data, providing accurate environment lighting. 

note: that there are several available channels for specifying Mxi/hdr maps; this is a very powerful 
feature as it allows the user to have more control over the effects of the environment on the scene. for 
example you can use one Mxi/hdr map for illuminating the scene, and another map for the reflections.

Background channel: allows the addition of an Mxi/hdR map as a background environment, not 
for emission purposes but for having a background image in the scene. screen mapping can be 
used to map the Mxi/hdR image to screen coordinates.

reflection channel: Add an MXI/HDR map for reflections on scene objects.

refraction channel: add an Mxi/hdR map for refractions on scene objects.

illumination channel: add an Mxi/hdR map as a background emission.

each channel can be edited separately. The following options are available for each channel:

Browse button: for selecting the Mxi/hdR map.

disable channel: Map will not be used for rendering.

intensity: Adjust the contribution of the map for scene illumination/reflections/refractions.

scale: for scaling the current map.

offset: For rotating the spherical environment. 0 to 1 represents 0 – 360°.

CoMpass

Compass and sun direction

the image Based dialogue panel
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sky used in disabled channels adds an extra control over the environment. if any Mxi/hdR 
channels are disabled, you have the option to use the skydome, physical sky or none to replace 
the disabled channels.

additionally there is a “Copy to all” button in the Background Channel section. This lets you copy 
all the settings including the map from the Background Channel to all the other channels.

render options
The “Render options” panel shows the different controls related to the rendering process:

general
time (min): set the maximum render time (in minutes) for the render. The longer the time is, the 
cleaner and more accurate the image you will obtain. 

sampling level: Maximum sampling level required. The render will stop when this sl is reached. 
as with the “render time” parameter, the higher sampling more accurate the image you will obtain.

CpU threads: number of threads dedicated to the render. By default 0 threads means that all 
available CpUs are used. in special situations you may require less threads if the machine is 
working on other tasks. note that one core in a multi core CpU is considered 1 CpU thread.

low priority: enabling this option gives the Maxwell render process a low priority. Useful if you 
wish to work on your computer while rendering.

Maxwell will finish the rendering process when one of these conditions “render time” or “sampling level” is 
met. if you want to finish at some specific render time, set a very high sampling level, and conversely, if you 
want to reach a specific sampling level, set a very high render time.

render options panel

the general options panel is highlighted here.
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oUtpUt
Mxs: specify a name and path for the current scene to be rendered. You can specify another name 
than the currently loaded scene and studio will save it under that name before starting the render.

iMg: Specify a name along with suffix (eg. .jpg, .bmp, .tif, .tga, .png) and path for the image file 
created when rendering. An image file is always created when rendering, if you don’t specify a 
path and name, it will be saved as “default.png” in your Maxwell install folder. 

note: if you have specified a “renders” path in your studio preferences, you can simply enter a name 
with suffix without specifying the path and the image file will be saved to that folder.

Mxi: specify a name and path for the .mxi file created when rendering. An mxi file is always created 
when rendering, if you don’t specify a path and name, it will be saved as “default.mxi” in your 
Maxwell install folder. 

note: if you have specified an mxi path in your studio preferences, you can simply enter a name without 
specifying the path and the Mxi file will be saved to that folder.

Multilight™ enabled: enables the Multilight™ feature. 

disable Bitmaps: no textures will be used when rendering and all materials will be replaced by 
a default Maxwell material.

Command line: Text box where you can enter any command line option (please refer to page 
111). any of the commands entered here will overwrite the render options. as an example, you 
can render to a test resolution from command line without losing the final render parameters 
specified in Resolution parameter in the Camera parameters panel.

Burn: parameter to control the highlights in a render. lower burn values will decrease the intensity 
of the highlights to avoid “burned out” areas in the image. in most cases this parameter should be 
left at default. lowering it too much may produce unnatural looking images.

Monitor gamma: Maxwell internally uses a gamma of 2.2 to convert from spectral space to 
RGB space. You can use this parameter to control the gamma conversion. lower gamma values 
darkens the image, higher values lightens the image. note that you can control this parameter 
interactively while rendering in MxCl.

render options panel
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render Channels
several render layers are available, useful for compositing tasks. Calculating more layers will take 
extra time at the beginning of the rendering phase. The output will be saved in the same directory 
as set in the MxCl Render path.

render: output the main render image.

alpha: output the alpha image.

object id: output multicoloured material silhouettes.

zBuffer: Output an image representing scene depth within the two values specified in zBuffer 
range. The range is in meters.

shadow: shadow pass shows the cast shadows of the materials with the “Matte shadow” flag 
enabled.

Material id: output multicoloured object silhouettes.

illUMination layers
Choose whether to render direct lighting, indirect lighting or both. Render time could be slightly 
reduced when disabling any of these layers.

direct: enables the direct lighting render layer. direct lighting is considered light that falls directly 
on objects.

indirect: enables the indirect lighting render layer. indirect lighting is considered light that has 
already bounced off of another object.

CaUstiCs layers
Controls the rendering of caustics. Render time could be slightly reduced when disabling any of 
these layers.

reflection – direct: Enables the direct reflected caustics (if direct layer is enabled). These are 
caustic light patterns caused by direct light bounced off reflective objects.

reflection – indirect: Enables the indirect reflected caustics (if indirect layer is enabled). These 
are caustic light patterns caused by indirect light bounced off reflective objects.

refraction – direct: enables the direct refracted caustics (if direct layer is enabled). These are 
caustic light patterns caused by direct light going through refractive objects.

refraction – indirect: enables the indirect refracted caustics (if indirect layer is enabled). These 
are caustic light patterns caused by indirect light going through refractive objects.

render options panel
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VieWport preVieW
set the options for the preview rendering in the viewports.

Bounces: number of bounces for  the preview renderer (more bounces, the slower and more 
accurate the preview).

priority: set the CpU priority of the viewport preview rendering.

history
The history panel records almost all edits you make in studio and lets you step backwards or 
forwards through the list of changes. simply select one of the entries to move through the history. 
You can purge the history list from edit > purge history.

history panel

you can see in this panel all your previous actions.
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Working With oBJeCts:
iMporting oBJeCts
Currently, the file formats supported are: MXS, OBJ, STL, LWO, XC2, DXF, 3DS, FBX (All Plan 
2005). some of these formats only store one single object while others support any number of 
objects. Maxwell requires these formats to provide 3d polygonal data as triangles. other geometry 
formats are not supported.

Another alternative to importing geometry into Studio is to save a MXS scenes (Maxwell scene file 
format) with the Maxwell plug-in for your application, and opening or importing that scene into studio.

There are three possible ways to import objects into studio: 

1. Use the menu command “file > import”. 
2. rightclick in a graphical viewport, and choose “import”.
3. drag and drop an object from your file explorer into the object list panel or viewports.

When Maxwell Studio saves the scene, the geometry is packed in an MXS file, therefore the 
original object files are no longer needed.

renaMing oBJeCts
select an object and press F2 to rename it.

replaCing oBJeCts
if you need to replace an object in the scene with an updated one, you can simply reimport it and 
Maxwell will recognize an object with the same name already exists in the scene and show you 
this pop-up asking you what do with the new object:

This is a very practical feature, as the geometry of the objects can be changed without removing 
all the material properties.

Using preset oBJeCt liBraries
it is also possible to load any of the preset scenes and objects available with the installation by 
clicking on “file > load environment” and “file > load object from library”.

iMporting oBJeCts
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By loading any of the environments the user will have a studio-like environment to render their 
own objects. please note the environments are set to match a certain scale, please keep this in 
mind when choosing an environment. Users can also create their own environments and objects 
by simply saving their scene in the “studio environments” folder or the “objects library” folder found 
in the Maxwell install folder. They will then be available from within studio for quick loading.

seleCting oBJeCts
objects can be selected in the 2d/3d viewports by clicking single objects with the left button or 
dragging a region with the left button pressed. selected items will be highlighted.

shift + left click  — will select additional objects.
Ctrl + left click  — will deselect the object.

press ESC to deselect all objects.

The objects can also be selected in the object list panel. shift and Ctrl can be used as with the 
viewport selection.

selecting by using a region
There are more options for working with object selections, available by Rightclicking in the 3d/2d 
viewports, or in the object list panel. These options are explained in the Maxwell sTUdio: 
panel TYpes section on page 71.

MoVe / rotate / sCale
in order to move, rotate or scale any objects, they must be selected previously. You can edit one 
or more objects at the same time. switch to object editing mode using the icons in the upper 
toolbar or using the keyboard shortcuts Q (all), w (move), e (rotate), R (scale). 

You can move, rotate or scale the selected objects dragging the axes or using the numerical inputs 
in the object parameters panel. for the numerical inputs, you can press the middle mouse button 
inside an input box, and drag the mouse up/down to interactively change the values.

press ESC to exit object editing mode.

seleCting oBJeCts

Make sure you are in object selection mode: 

seleCting By Using a region

MoVe/rotate/sCale
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seleCtion Modes
There are different selection modes accessible through the icons in the main toolbar or with the 
keyboard shortcut ‘T’. By default, the selection mode is set to “object”.

 object selection: select objects.

 Group selection: select only groups.

 Uv set selection: select only Uv sets.

 Triangle selection: select only triangles.

 Material selection: This is useful to “pick” the material assigned to an object or face.
           The material will be selected in the Material list panel.

extra features to improve the triangle selection process are available from selection > polygon 
selection and selection > polygon selection Mode:

selection menu
+ key will expand the selection to the neighbour faces. pressing the key ‘+’ several times will 
propagate the selection to the next neighbor faces of the current selection. faces you want to 
become selected must be connected.

- key will do the opposite of key ‘+’ reducing the selection to the inner neighbor faces.

/ key (slash) will expand the selection to contain all the connected faces.

* key (asterisk) will invert the current selection.

key f8 – f9 – f10 – f11 switch amongst different triangle selection modes:

set expand to facet selection mode will select facets instead of triangles.

set raycast polygon selection mode will select both front and back faces of an object.

set front-face polygon selection mode will select only front facing triangles.

set paint polygon selection mode allows you to drag the mouse to paint the selection over the 
surface. Use the SHIFT key to select more triangles while dragging the mouse.

in editing mode, it is not possible to select other objects using 
the left mouse button. you can either press esC to exit the editing 
mode, or use the middle mouse button to select a different object.

seleCtion MenU

you can expand your selection by navigating through the drop 
down menus or by using the keyboard short cuts.
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Working With groUps
objects can be grouped by selecting the objects to be grouped and choosing “Create group from 
object selection” from the Rightclick menu in the viewports, or the object list panel. objects can 
be moved from one group to another, or removed from groups by dragging them out of the group 
in the object list panel. 

More options for working with groups are available via the Rightclick menu in the object list panel. 
please note that depending on the type of selected item, some of these options won’t be available.

group: select more than one object and select this option to group the objects.

Ungroup: select one or more groups and select this option to remove the objects from the group. The 
objects will be placed outside the group, they won’t be deleted from the scene.

expand all: expands all the groups in the object list.
expand selected: select one or more groups and select this option to expand the group(s).

Collapse all: Collapses all the groups in the object list.

Collapse selected: select one or more groups and select this option to collapse the group(s).

Groups can also be moved and rotated using a single pivot point. select the group and press the 
Move / Rotate / scale. a single set of transform handles will appear.

Merge oBJeCts
select two or more objects, Rightclick in the object list panel and choose Merge. The separate 
objects will be merged into a single object. This is useful to simplify your scenes (merge for 
example all objects that share one material), or to merge emitters to reduce the number Multi 
light sliders in MxCl.

Working With groUps

More options for working with groups are available via the rightclick menu.
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MaxWell stUdio (Mxst):
textUring & assigning Materials
Maps and textUres
Maxwell studio provides built-in features to map textures to objects using different Uv sets. 
Maxwell studio also reads the Uv mapping information exported from the 3d applications by the 
Maxwell plug-ins.

In order to texture an object, we need to introduce the concept of an UV set first. An UV set is an 
object property that tells how to map a 2d Bitmap onto the 3d object surface. There are different 
kinds of Uv sets: cubic, spherical, cylindrical and planar to project the Bitmap according to the 
desired effect. 

Creating a neW UV set
select the object and Rightclick in the viewport, or click the Geometry menu and choose 
“new Uv set”.

The new Uv set will be added to the Uv sets section in the object parameters panel (where all 
Uv sets belonging to the object are listed).

every Uv set contains a set of editable parameters. These parameters are available in the object 
parameters panel – Uv parameters section. You can add as many Uv sets as you want to a 
single object. every Uv set will be given a unique “channel” number. 

for details about the parameters in the Uv set parameters panel, please see page 74.

UV set – Channel id
it is important to understand that the channel id of the Uv set is the way for Maxwell studio to 
know which texture should use which Uv set. You specify this channel number in the material 
editors texture picker:

for example, if you have two Uv sets applied to an object, one cylindrical with the channel id of 
0, and one flat UV set with the channel ID of 1, and you want to map a texture to the object using 
the flat UV set, then you must specify in the texture picker for it to use Channel: 1.

Maps and textUres

Cubic, spherical and planar UV sets.

Creating a neW UV set

or alternatively select the object and rightclick in the viewport.

Channel id

the Channel id is located here in the texture icon pop up window. 
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adJUsting a UV set
The Uv sets can be moved/scaled/rotated in the viewports, the same as with objects, or you can 
use the numeric inputs in the Uv parameters section of the object parameters panel. 

You must select the UV set first, from the UV Sets section of the Object Parameters Panel. To see 
the projector in the viewport, switch to Uv set selection mode: 

This selection mode allows you to move/rotate/scale only Uv sets and not the object itself.

Creating a neW Material
Rightclick in the Material list panel and choose “new Material”.

iMporting a Material
Rightclick in the Material list panel and choose “import”. Browse to a folder containing an mxm file. 
when importing a material with textures, studio will look for the textures in the following order:

The paths contained in the material itself.
The folder where the mxm is located.
The folder of the currently opened scene.
The five texture paths set in the Studio preferences (edit > preferences > Materials > Textures).

If Studio still can’t find the textures it asks the user to locate them.

assigning a Material to a single oBJeCt
three possible ways:

1. select the material in the Material list panel and drag it over the object in the object list panel.

2. Rightclick the object in the object list panel, and choose apply Material > Your material.

3. select the material in the Material list panel and drag it over the object in the viewport. if one 
or more objects were already selected the material is applied to the selection. if no objects were 
selected a red bounding box appears on the object that will receive the material.

CUBiC UV

an object with a cubic UV set applied (white square).
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assigning Material to seVeral oBJeCts
select one or more objects in the viewport or the object list panel. select the material in the 
Material list panel and drag it over the selection in the object list panel or in the viewport.

assigning Materials to groUps
select the material in the Material list panel and drag it over the group in the object list panel.

assigning Materials to triangles
enter triangle selection mode  and select some faces. select the material in the Material list 
panel and drag it over the faces selected in the viewport. alternatively you can drag and drop a 
material over an existing triangle group in The Triangle Groups section of the object parameters 
panel. The material will appear next to the triangle group.

renaMing a Material
The material name can be changed by pressing F2 with the material selected in the 

Material list panel.

enaBling/disaBling textUres
Textures can be enabled or disabled using the check box to the left of the texture icon. 

additional textUre options
options for tiling and offsetting the texture are found in the texture picker. for details on these 
options, please see the Material editor panel section on page 28.

assigning Materials to triangles

you can easily drag and drop all your materials within the window.
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MaxWell stUdio (Mxst):
rendering
VieWport rendering
Rendering can be done directly in the 2d/3d using the following buttons on the right:

depending on whether a camera or perspective mode is active, the render will cover only the camera 
frustum or the full window. also, the render can be launched from an orthographic view.
To cancel the render process, click anywhere in the viewport.

BloW Up region
This rendering command allows you to draw a render region in the viewport, and render that 
region at the full resolution set in the camera settings. The ratio of the render region will be 
kept. for example if you draw a render region 200x400 pixels (a ratio of 0.5), and the camera 
resolution set to 500x500, the rendered blow up region will be 250x500 pixels.

sending the sCene to MxCl render/VieWer
press the render icon in the top row of icons:  This will send the .mxs to the MxCl viewer and 
start the render. More info on the MxCl viewer options can be found on page 102.

Render options for both viewport rendering and rendering via MxCl are found in the Render 
options panel. a detailed explanation of each option is found on page 82.

shortcuts:
CTRl + p = preview

CTRl + shifT + p = Render

preview Vs render
Both commands “render” the scene, but the preview render uses the Maxwell preview render 
engine called Rs0, while the Render command uses the main render engine called Rs1. preview 
rendering will be faster but of worse quality. it can be useful however for checking light levels and 
if textures are mapped correctly to objects.

VieWport rendering

    BloW Up region
 render region
 render VieWport
 preVieW VieWport

render

BloW Up region
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paCk and go… fUnCtion
This function can be accessed from file > pack and Go. The pack and Go function lets you copy all 
materials/textures/ior files used in the scene, as well as the scene file itself, to a folder of your choice. 
This makes it very easy to share scenes with other users, or use the pack and Go function if you 
want to quickly organize your scene, making sure you have gathered everything that is needed.
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MaxWell stUdio (Mxst): 
preferenCes
The preferences can be accessed from the top menu, edit > preferences.

general
delete temporary files when closing: when exiting studio, this option will delete the temporary 
.MXS files created for rendering.

appearanCe:
load studio look: This option will display the studio default grey look. 

show rgB colours in axis: in object and camera panels, the x,Y,Z axis numeric input boxes can 
display a color, indicating the axis of the numeric input (x=Red, Y=Green, Z=Blue).

Check for updates automatically: By selecting this checkbox Maxwell will check for any new 
Maxwell Render updates available.

icons size: set the default icon size for objects, materials and the toolbar. 

Warnings
You can specify here whether studio should show warning pop-ups before proceeding with 
operations such as deleting objects and materials. “do not show material performance warnings” 
check box is used for hiding pop-ups when you turn on dispersion or load an .ior file in the material 
editor.

paths
You can specify here the default paths that Maxwell should use. paths can be set for: scenes, 
Materials, Textures, Renders, Temp .mxs files (used when rendering through MXCL viewer), 
default mxm.

 

preferenCes panel – general

preferenCes panel – paths
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opengl®

appearanCe
set colour: Colour of viewport backgrounds.

threshold: Maximum angle to merge polygon lines shown in the viewport (this is only applied to 
openGl® display, no polygon lines are merged for rendering).

enable sky in new scenes: physical sky will be on by default in new scenes.

perforManCe
Vertex Buffers: Uses the vertex buffer feature of openGl® 1.5 to greatly increase viewport speed with 
heavy geometry. disable this feature if you experience problems or artifacts in the viewport display.

smooth aa: enable / disable line antialiasing.

lights: number of lights used in openGl® viewports.

texture res: Texture resolution to use in the openGl® viewports.

show bounding box when navigating: acceleration mode showing the 
objects as bounding boxes when rotating/panning/zooming in the viewport.

iMport options
Mxs iMport options:
Create one UV set per each object loaded: if an object in an .mxs file (generated by a plug-in 
for example) does not have any Uv information, this option will create a Uv set for the object.

normalize UVs of objects with real scale applied: if some objects in the mxs file are assigned 
materials which have real scale enabled, this option will normalize the Uvs of those objects so that 
the textures will be displayed and rendered properly for those objects.

Create triangle groups automatically in multimaterial objects: This option is useful for importing 
older mxs scenes, in which case studio will create the triangle groups for each imported object that 
had multiple materials applied to it. if this option is off, studio still imports the objects correctly, with 
multiple materials applied, but you will not have any triangle groups to edit in case you want to add/
delete to the triangle selection or apply other materials to the triangle groups. please not that for a 
scene with many objects, turning this option on will increase scene loading time. The newer plug-ins 
automatically create triangle groups so this option is not necessary. 

preferenCes panel – open gl®

preferenCes panel – iMport options
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oBJ iMport options:
Create one UV set per each object loaded: If an object in an .obj file does not have any UV 
information, this option will create a Uv set for the object.

dxf iMport options:
Create one UV channel per each object loaded: If an object in an .dxf file does not have any 
Uv information, this option will create a Uv set for the object.

Create one material per group: dxf layers will be imported as groups in studio and this option 
creates and assigns the same material to all objects part of that group.

launch material conversion table: when importing a dxf with several layers, this option brings 
up the material conversion table which lets you specify which material should be assigned to 
which layer.

scale factor: Lets you specify the scale that was used for creating the dxf file. If your dxf was 
created using meters, leave this option at 1.000. if it was created using mm, set this option at 
0.01. if created in cm, set it to 0.1.

rotation (x, y, Z): Lets you change the rotation of the dxf file for systems that use the Z axis as 
the up axis for example.

shortCUts
allows you to set your own shortcut keys for studio commands.

View keys: You can see in this menu all the keyboard shotcuts listed.

invert rotation: allows you to invert the rotation behavior when rotating the view in the 
graphical viewports.

preferenCes panel – iMport options

preferenCes panel – Materials
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Materials
set texture paths and material editor preview options.

textUres:
extension independent textures: This feature is very useful if you wish to convert a series of materials 
that use textures in one format, to materials that use the same textures, but in another format.

for example, if you have 100 materials using only .tga textures and you have converted those 

textures to .jpg to save space (and kept the same texture names), drag and drop all your materials 
from the Material browser into the Material list panel in studio (you can select all of them and 
drag and drop all materials at once). studio then sees that the .tga versions of the textures are no 
longer available and instead searches the same textures by name, but with a different extension. 
This way all your materials have been instantly converted to use the .jpg version of your textures. 
if you wish you can now select all your materials from the Material list panel, and drag and drop 
them back into the Material Browser for later use.

ior files: set the location of the IOR material files. 

preVieW:
Quality factor (1–10): This defines the quality of the preview render, higher is better.

Bounces: number of times light rays should be allowed to bounce. if your preview scene contains 
complex objects, or several in front of another and you want to preview a transparent material, 
raise this setting if you get black parts in the preview.

scale reduction: specify the scale reduction of the preview thumbnail. This will help speed up 
material preview renders.

Use rs1 engine for the material preview: normally, the preview renders use the Rs0 render 
engine, which is the preview render engine. Checking this option will instead use the final rendering 
engine, Rs1, for making the material preview renders. it is useful if you want more accurate material 
preview renders. Render time of the preview will be increased using this option.

preferenCes panel – Materials
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render BUttonrender statUs Bar

 render display /stop BUtton

render display

refresh render display

preVieW 

taB panel area
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MaxWell render
VieWer (MxCl)
MxCl provides a standalone interface that allows users to load .mxs scenes to render, view the 
rendering progress and adjust render parameters. Many of the parameters can be adjusted while 
MxCl is rendering. while adjusting parameters, the small preview image is updated in realtime.

MXCL also allows users to load .mxi files, the Maxwell native file format. An MXI file is always 
created when rendering with Maxwell. it contains high dynamic range image data and other 
Maxwell Render data.

This interface is opened automatically when the render button  is pressed in studio. To display 
it also when rendering from command line, the option –display or -d is used. 

The Maxwell viewer provides a visualization of the render in progress, controls to tune the image 
while the render is in progress, including tone mapping, interactive Multilight™ control, interactive 
fstop and shutterspeed and more. 

file MenU
open Mxs
Open an MXS file for rendering. Press the  icon to start the render.

open Mxi
Open an MXI file for viewing and modifying.

save Mxi
Save an MXI file. 

Cooperative Mxi
Lets you manually merge a group of mxi files generated in cooperative render mode. Select 
several mxi files at once in the file browser, click open, then MXCL will ask you where to save a 
merged Mxi.

load image
Load a bitmap file. You can load both ldR (.jpg, .tif etc) and hdR files. You can adjust their 
brightness using the intensity slider in MXCL and then save them as an MXI file to use as an MXI 
emitter in your scenes.

MaxWell render VieWer (MxCl)

the MxCl interface

file MenU
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save image: 
Save a bitmap of the render view. You must specify a file suffix when saving, for example myimage.
tga, to save the render as in .tga format. Currently supported output formats are: .bmp, .tga, .jpg, 
.png, .tif, .hdr.

exit
exit MxCl viewer.

render statUs Bar
sl   =  Current sampling level.
next sl   =  Time to next sampling level.
Update   =  Time to next image update between samples.
Time passed  =  Total time elapsed.
Time left   =  Time left to finish.
Benchmark  =  Maxwell benchmark number (higher means faster rendering).
   The benchmark number is scene dependant.

image Update interval
MxCl updates the main image at every new sl reached when the render has just been started. if 
the next sl level takes more than 10 minutes to complete, MxCl continues to updated the image 
every 10 minutes instead of the next sl, showing the incremental sl reached.

Console taB
This panel provide information about the rendering process, scene statistics, etc. any error or 
warning messages are also displayed in the Console tab. if your scene does not start to render, 
look first in this panel for clues on what might be the problem.

file MenU

Console taB

the Console tab window.

 display/hide the current render in MxCl

 start/stop/resume the current render. 
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render options taB
This panel shows the rendering options that can be adjusted in MxCl. Most of these options 
can be set from the command line and have already been explained (see the Render options in 
MxsT section on page 82), however we go over each option here as well, in particular the Mxi/
Resume options which are specific to MXCL.

inpUt paraMeters:
mxS: path and scene to render.

time: set the maximum render time (in minutes) for the render.

sampling level: Maximum sampling level required. This value controls the quality of the render. 
as with the “render time” parameter, the higher the sampling level reached, the more accurate 
the image obtained.

threads: shows the number of CpUs available to render.

priority: set normal or low priority for the render. Use low priority when you want to work 
at your computer while rendering. with normal priority, your computer may become less 
responsive when performing other tasks. The difference in render time between using normal or 
low priority is very small. for this reason it is recommended to use low priority when rendering, 
in case you want to come back to the computer at a later time to work in other tasks. 

oUtpUt settings:
image: Path and file type of final image.

resolution: Size of the final image. 

lock aspect ratio: To maintain the proportions of the image.

aniMation:
The user specifies a range of mxs frames to be rendered. For example: 5,8,9 will render frames 
name0005.mxs, name0008.mxs and name0009.mxs. To render frames 1 through 10, write 1-10.

render options taB

render options tab

Maxwell will finish the rendering process when one of these two 
conditions “render time” or “sampling level” are met. if you want 
to finish the render after a specific time, set a very high sampling 
level, and conversely, if you want to reach a specific sampling 
level, set a very high render time.
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Mxi:
load/save Mxi: When loading a mxs scene in MXCL to be rendered for the first time, you can 
specify an output path for the MXI file. If you do not specify an MXI, a “default.mxi” file will be 
created in the Maxwell install directory.

if you are loading a mxs scene that has been rendered before, the Mxi path for the previous render 
will appear in this path. You can either leave it as it is, or specify a new Mxi to be created.

In case you are loading an mxs file that has previously been rendered on another computer and 
you wish to resume the render: the path to the Mxi will no longer be correct, so you need to 
browse to the new location of the previously saved Mxi, select it and choose Yes when MxCl 
asks if you wish to overwrite the Mxi. Make sure to then check the Resume option.

resume: Check this to resume a previously rendered scene, instead of starting a fresh render.

Multilight™: stores a bigger .mxi for using the Multilight™ feature. note that when resuming a 
render, the original render must have multi light already enabled, otherwise Multi light will not be 
available when resuming the render.

BitMaps:
By checking this box you have control over the on or off function of the Bitmap. if you uncheck this 
option, the scene will be rendered without textures. disable bitmaps.

default path: path where MxCl will look for textures and bitmaps.

Channels:
render: output the main render image.

alpha: output an alpha image. note that selecting opaque will render refractive objects as solid 
white in alpha channel.

shadow: shadow pass shows the cast shadows of the materials with the “Matte shadow” 

flag enabled.

object id: output multicoloured object silhouettes.

zBuffer: Output an image representing scene depth within the two values specified in Z buffer 
range. The range is in meters.

Material id: output multicoloured object silhouettes.

render options taB
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preVieW/Mxi taB
These controls can be altered in realtime while rendering (except for the simulens™ parameters), 
and also after a render is finished. The preview thumbnail to the left is updated in real-time when a 
“Tone Mapping” or “Camera” value is changed. Maxwell will update the main image using the last 
edited values when the main image is refreshed (Update time is reached).

The MXI options are only available for adjusting MXI files, or LDR/HDR images for using as MXI 
files in emitters. Adjusting the f-stop or intensity of the LDR/HDR images will change their intensity 
when used in emitters.

CaMera:
film iso: Sensibility of the film to light (the higher ISO the higher sensibility).

shutter (1/s): The shutter speed, specified in 1 / n of a second.

tone Mapping:
Changes the dynamic range of the images.

Burn: Tone-mapping parameter that controls how fast the image is overexposed.

Monitor gamma: Tone-mapping parameter that controls the monitor gamma of the output image.

Mxi:
f-stop: Controls the aperture of the lens. It has effect in light intensity and not in depth of field.

intensity: intensity of the emission map.

preVieW/Mxi taB

preVieW/Mxi taB
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siMUlens™:
allows you to control the lens diffraction, lens scattering, and vignetting effects of the Maxwell 
simulens™ system.

diffraction effects
happens when light goes through small holes, causing interference patterns. it is a very important 
phenomenon in optics, as it explains why a perfect telescope (or microscope) cannot be built. 
light will always cause slight interference patterns because of the optical components used, 
causing the visual “artifact” known as glare.

The diffraction effect can also be used on hdR images. simply load it using the “file > load 
image” option and apply diffraction to it.

aperture Map: The shape of the diaphragm will model the pattern of light that reaches the 
film. For example, a circular diaphragm will create circular patterns; a hexagonal diaphragm will 
create 6 light streaks. You can set the diaphragm shape using a black/white map (it can be a 
colour one) called the aperture map. note the examples on the left show a bigger white area for 
clarity, in practice the white area should be smaller in regards to the black area.

obstacle Map: water drops, eyelashes, dirt, etc on the camera lens will also cause diffraction 
effects. again, a white/black map is needed. if you don’t want to use an obstacle map, you can 
leave this path blank, you only need an aperture map for diffraction to work.

diffraction: Controls diffraction/glare intensity.

frequency: Controls the frequency of coloring in diffraction effect. higher values will make the 
patterns denser.

scattering: Commonly known as bloom and happens when the light is scattered inside the lens 
before reaching the film.

Vignetting: vignetting is an artifact darkening the image through the edges due to camera 
optics, now you can partially or completely remove it by dragging the slider from 1000 to 0.

the obstacle map and the aperture map, must both have the same resolution. the render resolution and the 
maps do not necessarily need to have the same resolution, but the more similar they are in resolution, the less 
diffraction distortion.

preVieW/Mxi taB

apertUre Maps

examples of aperture maps.

oBstaCle Map exaMple
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MUltilight™ taB
Multilight™ is a very useful feature that allows you to interactively adjust the intensity of the emitters 
in the scene and to alter the ISO and shutter after rendering is finished. The adjustments can be 
keyframed and animated over time, and a sequence of images can be saved. This makes it a very 
powerful tool as it allows you to save different images of the same scene under different lighting 
conditions and even make lighting animations from only a single render. 

The Multilight™ tab contains the Emixer, where you adjust intensity of the lights and can also animate 
the iso and shutterspeed. each emitter in the scene will be represented by a slider with the name of 
the emitter, including the sky (any of the available sky options) and hdR/Mxi environment.

The Emixer key framed sequence can also be saved as an .emixer file. This is useful if you have 
several camera views of the same scene and you want to apply the same lighting animation to 
other camera views.

light slider: Controls the intensity of the light. it has a text box for specifying the exact intensity.

s: solo button, will set this light as the only visible light, muting all the others. an important thing 
to remember is that the solo buttons work on the principal of an audio sequencer. for example if 
you have 20 lights in the scene, you can choose to solo two lights. This is easier than having to 
mute 18 lights if you only wish to see the influence of two of the lights.

M: stands for mute and will switch off the current light source.

Max frames: Maximum number of frames in the emixer timeline.

Video:
save sequence: saves a sequence of images which can then be made into a video using a 
video editing application.

load emixer data: Loads an emixer sequence file. 

save emixer data: Saves an emixer sequence file.

iMaGe exaMples of Multilight™ To Be added

example of Multilight™ editing from a single render. Transitions can be animated within MxCl.

MUltilight taB

Multilight tab / emixer
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animated timeline
Creating a keyframe
Grab the slider to set a keyframe at the desired time. Rightclick on the slider, set the keyframe and 
adjust light values or turn them on and off.

deleting a keyframe
Go to the keyframe you want to delete, you will notice it is a keyframe because the slider will turn 
orange. Rightclick on the slider and choose delete Keyframe.

playback Controls
Go the beginning of the timeline.     

play the sequence (preview) with this button or press spacebar.   

pause the animation with this button or press spacebar.    

netWork taB
network tab gives access to users to the networking rendering controls in order to manage 
jobs sent to the render farm. please refer to page 117 to know how network rendering and this 
particular tab work.
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CoMMand line flags
MxCl is the standalone rendering engine and can be used either from command line, from 
Maxwell studio or from the 3d applications’ Maxwell plug-ins. 

in order to check that Maxwell Render has been properly installed, type “mxcl” in a command 
line window. MxCl Commands should be listed like in the image below (windows os):
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following are the MxCl Command line options:

-mxs:name Specifies the full path and name of the scene file to 
render (Mxs).

-animation: a;B-C;d
-a:a; B-C;d

Specifies a sequence of frames to render. This can be 
provided in the form of individual frames separated by a 
semicolon (3;5;7) or a range in the form a-B (from frame 
a to frame B) or a combination of both.

example:   mxcl -mxs:scene.mxs –a:3;17-32

-idcpu:id This option allows you to specify the cpu id number of the 
computer you are rendering with. This way, the output 
MXI file stays flagged and can be manually merged 
with another MXI file of the same scene rendered in 
another computer (tagged with this command as well). 
This merging will result in a better quality output (higher 
sampling level and less noise).

-camera:name specify the camera name you want to render from in 
case it does not match with the active camera in your 
MXS scene file.

-output:filename
-o:filename

Specifies the full path and name of the image file. By 
default, Maxwell always saves a file ‘default.tga’ in the 
output folder of the installation path. The file name can 
refer to any of the multiple graphic formats supported 
(tga, jpg, tif, png, etc). in case of sequences, the output 
files will be numbered with a 4-digit suffix. 

example:   mxcl -mxs:scene.mxs –o:c:\images\scene.jpg
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-bitmaps:path
-b:path

set an alternative folder path for bitmaps location.
if path is 0 (-bitmaps:0), Maxwell will discard all the 
bitmaps. 

-res:wxh
-r:wxh

Specifies the resolution of the render in pixels (W=width, 

h=height).

example:   mxcl -mxs:scene.mxs –res:640x480

-time:M
-t:M

Specifies the time (M = minutes) that Maxwell is allowed 
to use to render every frame. This is a very interesting 
feature. Maxwell can render the scene in a specified 
amount of minutes, providing the best possible quality.

example:   mxcl -mxs:scene.mxs –time:10

-p:low
-priority:low

set Maxwell priority to low.

-threads:n
-th:n

Specifies the number of threads (N) that Maxwell is 
allowed to use. normally this should be equal to the 
number of CpUs available in the system. By default, n 
is the number of CpUs found in the system except in 
cases where hyperthreading features are available.

noTe: when n is 0 (-th:0), Maxwell uses the maximum number 

of threads (processors) available.

-display
-d

opens a window and displays the render in progress. 
This option is also used when distributing render 
tasks. for more information read the section related to 
network rendering.
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-sampling:level
-s:level

This value establishes a quality level for the render. This 
value is useful when you want to render a sequence 
of frames using different hardware configurations. 
if the quality level is reached before the “maximum 
render time”, then the render ends. alternatively, if the 
maximum render time is reached before the sampling 
level, the render also stops the calculus.

To have an idea of the image quality during the render 
process, you can take a look at the command line 
window, where the sampling level is being actualized 
during the render process.

-ml enables Multilight™ function storing an mxi file with all 
the emitters’ information. 

-nowait Returns control to the console after the render finishes.

-server This option starts Maxwell in seRveR mode, allowing 
distributed render tasks. for more information read the 
section related to network rendering.

-manager This option starts Maxwell in ManaGeR mode, allowing 
distributed render tasks. for more information read the 
section related to network rendering.

- silent Makes Maxwell Render™ in modes server or manager 
to start directly minimized on the icon tray, instead of 
opening the console window.
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-channels: r,a,ao,s,m,o,z<min,max>
-ch: r,a,ao,s,m,o,z<min,max>

This option establishes the different layers that Maxwell 
can export:

r: Render channel
a: alpha channel
ao: opaque alpha. This option will render refractive 
objects as solid white in alpha channel.
s: shadow channel
m: Material id channel
o: object id channel
z: Z-Buffer channel. This option also requires two 
additional values indicating distances from the camera. 
The z value is then calculated by centering on the focal 
point (distance 0).

note that when the channel option is set, the r option should be 
added to obtain the rendered image (if required).

-mxi:filename,resume
-mxi:filename,r

When rendering, Maxwell writes a special MXI file that 
contains information about the rendering process. Mxi 
is the high dynamic range Maxwell image format. this 
allows the user to resume previously rendered work. 
(available in a next add-on)

if this switch is not used, it will use the same name and 
path as the Mxs scene. The resume option continues 
the render from a previously saved MXI file. In order to 
resume a previous render job and update the MXI file, 
“,r” option must be added.

NOTE: The MXI file is useful to resume the rendering process 
later, to use Multilight™ (when Multilight™ option has also been 
enabled) or use it as a light emission map.

-rs:n Specifies the render engine to be used.
-rs:0 preview engine.
-rs:1 production engine (by default).
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netWork rendering
first of all, it is easy!

Understanding netWork 
in order to initialize network rendering, you need to know about the network components of 
Maxwell Render.

noTe: hybrid networking: Mac, pC and linux can work together in the same network even for 
cooperative rendering. 

the netWork CoMponents are:

serVer(s):
Responsible for rendering on every node. each node can run one server at a time. Running mxcl.
exe with —server turns a computer into a render node. so, you should start a server on every 
single computer you want to make a render with.

Manager:
Responsible for managing the render queue and distributing jobs among the network. Manager is 
the most comprehensive and sophisticated component of Maxwell network which works silently in 
the backgrund. Running mxcl.exe with -manager switch on your computer is enough to initialize a 
manager in a renderfarm.Be careful, you should run only one session of manager in a renderfarm 
and take into account that a manager can also be a server.

Usage

mxcl.exe -server
(optionally you can add -silent switch for starting minimized at task bar)

Usage

mxcl.exe -manager
(optionally you can add -silent switch for starting minimized at task bar)
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VieWer:
also called Maxwell display, it’s responsible for user interaction with Maxwell Render network. 
viewer is the user-end frontface for managing every task in a network. Running mxcl.exe with -d 
switch on a computer is enough to bring you the viewer interface. network can be reached under 
the tab with the same name located in the viewer. Right after launching servers per rendernodes 
and launching a single manager session on one of your nodes, you can start the viewer and hit the 
“Connect” button to start rendering on network. hitting the Connect button will automatically scan 
the network for a running manager and the servers. You can run viewer on as many computers as 
you wish, even at the same time but not on the same node more than one session.

render farM:
Right after automatic detection of the manager on your network, the viewer will list the servers in 
the Render farm window. if they are available and ready to render, their state will be “Ready” You 
can make server groups by selecting multiple servers from the list and hitting the group button. 
Thus, you can send a job to a group of servers and another job to the others.

note: if there is a server enabled but it is not available at the render farm, 
revise your network connections.

JoB QUeUe:
job Queue window will list the running/queued jobs you’ve sent to the renderfarm. You can “add” 
more jobs, stop or remove them. it’s the heart of network jobs management where you can 
monitor every single detail about ongoing progress.

Usage

mxcl.exe -d

render farM
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JoBs

adding JoBs:
Hitting “Add” button will bring you the Add Job panel which allows you to define several parameters 
about the job to be added. first of all you need to select the scene to be rendered. priority value 
lets you set a queue priority which helps you insert jobs prior to the ones which have already been 
sent to queue. The Render farm window will show you selected servers to be used for the job. 
You can still select The all available checkbox and send the job to all available servers waiting to 
render. Render options button will let you redifine the detailed scene parameters such as save 
options or resolution etc. hitting oK will add the job to the queue and if the assigned servers are 
available, the manager will immediately distribute the information silently in the background and 
the rendering process will start. during distribution of jobs, you can monitor every single action 
per-node in realtime.

displaying JoBs:
one of the most powerful functions of the job Queue window is the display function. while servers 
are rendering you can select any of them and when you hit display button it will automatically 
reveal the image being rendered on that node. display button also supports instantaneous viewing 
of a cooperative job as merged during the render progress. a green dot will help you identify a 
display tab which has recently had an update from the remote node.

To learn more about render options please see the chapter on MxCl at page 82.

displaying JoBs
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CooperatiVe render
Making a CooperatiVe render:
Cooperative mode is a special mode that allows selected servers to work on the same frame 
individually and to merge the images they’ve created at the end of the rendering process. 
activating cooperative mode is as easy as selecting the “Cooperative” checkbox in the add job 
panel. Max servers will let you limit the amount of Maxwell servers to be engaged for a single 
frame. while rendering, multiple nodes will render the same frame with a different  entropy 
seed. When the job is finished, the manager will collect these results and merge them into a 
single output file. It is possible to preview cooperative jobs during the render by selecting the 
job tree and pressing the “display” button.

note: an output Mxi must be specified as this will be the final merged file.

If the network fails or crashes at some point and the merging of MXI files is not completed, 
you could try to manually merge the cooperative. MXI files created during the render process. 
In this case, some of these cooperative .MXI files could give an idcpu warning; just ignore the 
message and continue merging the rest of files. The file that gave an error should be ignored 
because it was merged before the crash, and therefore taken into the account. locate each 
cooperative .Mxi file in the temp directory of the operating system of each render node.
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mANAger

server mxi

mxi

mxi

mxi

mxi

mxi

server

server

server

server

server

+ New mxi

+ New mxi

FiNAL mxi — 
FiNAL reNDer

+ New mxi

+ New mxi

note: it is strongly advised that there is only one Manager activated.

Making CooperatiVe renders ManUally:
In order to make a cooperative render manually you have to tag the output MXI file with the id 
number of the cpu (via -idcpu command, check the command line flags for details on page 111). 
This will assign an entropy seed to the MXI file that will be different from another MXI rendered 
in another computer. 

once this is done, you can use file > Merge to select a folder where all these MXI files are 
located, and specify an output final MXI file that will have a higher sampling level than any of the 
individual renders (higher sampling level = less noise).

note: in order to put all cooperative .Mxi files together in a single folder, you will have to rename them and collect 
them from their respective computers. locate each cooperative .Mxi file in the temp directory of the operating system 
of each render node.

select file > load Mxi and pick the merged MXI file that was just created. Once this file is loaded 
you can adjust it and make the appropiate adjustments in Camera, Tone Mapping, Mxi and 
simulensTM. Once these adjustments are made you can save out an image file by selecting file > 
save image or an MXI file by file > save Mxi.

Make sUre:
you don’t have firewall restrictions prior to initializing the Maxwell 
network.

at first:
Make simple and successful tests on your network prior to 
attempting final rendering.

alWays Use:
networked paths for everything possible, especially for output files.
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rendering an aniMation
Maxwell Render is capable of rendering animations. There is no problem of flickering in contours 
or textures. The only thing needed is a sequence of MXS files, that can be obtained via the 
specific plug-in you are using.

Once all the frames have been exported into individual MXS files from your host application, you 
have to add a job to the job queue (please refer to page 118) choosing any of the files of the MXS 
sequence. Make sure you display all Render options and type the sequence of frames you want 
to render, otherwise you will only get the selected Mxs rendered. Remember you can also render 
single frames from the same sequence by using a semi-colon “;” when typing.

example: 1-10;12;20-23

options
This small panel provides some options about handling servers. for some reason (disconnection, 
power failures etc) servers may go offline and it may take some time before they become availale 
again or they may stay offline forever. So, Server Timeout value lets you set max time in seconds 
to wait before discarding the unavailable server and proceed to the next. since the chain of failures 
may last longer than expected, there is a “Try next” variable to limit the number of forwarding 
actions. By default, it’s three (3), which means any job failed after three times of forwarding by 
every 60 sec timeout per each node will be given up. 

render farM BUttons
group
You can select multiple servers by shift or CTRl key combination and make a group from them. so 
later you can select multiple machines by selecting the group tree and send them jobs quickly.

Ungroup
Clicking Ungroup with a group tree selection will unchain all the servers in that group. if you do 
the same with selection of server(s) which are member of a group, it will only detach them from 
the group.

add
Clicking add will let you add a server manually by entering its ip address. That could be a server 
having a different range of ip than already autodetected.

options

render farM BUttons
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tips
Network and Distributed rendering won’t work properly unless the MXS and MXM files are 
accessible to all render nodes. You must set up a shared folder in which to save these files that 
each node can see and read the data from. You will also need a shared folder that each node 
can write its data to. 

note: if you have more than ten render nodes all of these folders need to be set up on a machine that is running 
Windows server because any other version of Windows will only allow ten simultaneous connections at any given time.

When doing animations make sure that you have plenty of hard drive space, each MXS file can 
easily be 100+ MB in size and will quickly fill up a small drive.
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Clone  79
Creating a Camera  64
delete  79
depth of field  66
fps  78
hide/Unhide  79
icon size  79
items  79
Make active  79
Moving a Camera  65
new Camera  79
offset  69
rename  79
rotary disc shutter  78
shift lens  69
shutter  107
shutter angle  78
Z-Clip planes  69
CaMera frUstUM  65
CaMera list  60, 64, 65
CaMera list panel  78, 79
Block/Unblock  79
CaMera list panel  79
Clone  79
delete  79
hide/Unhide  79
icon size  79
items  79
list panel  79
Make active  79
new Camera  79
rename  79
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CaMera paraMeters  60, 65
CaMera paraMeters panel  77
diaphragm  78
optics  77
position  77
resolution  77
shutter angle  78
CaUstiCs layers  84
Center sCene  61
Center seleCtion  61
Channel  38
Channel id  91
UV set  91
Channel id  91
ClipMaps  7, 55
transmittance  55
Clone  71, 75, 79
Coating  32, 47
Coating properties  47
properties  47
thickness  47
Collapse all  90
Collapse seleCted  90
Collapsing a panel  59
ColoUr  28, 39, 46, 49, 50
Correlated Colour  50
display preferences  64
set Colour  79
ColoUr and lUMinanCe
illuminance  51
load preset  51
luminous intensity  51
temperature  51
ColoUr Chips  46
ColoUr piCker  39, 41, 42, 50
CoMMand line  83

CoMMand line flags  111
CoMpass  81
CoMponents  41
Bsdf properties  41
Console  9, 60, 104
Console taB  104
Controls
playback Controls  110
CooperatiVe Mxi  103
CooperatiVe render  120
Correlated ColoUr  50
CpU threads  82
Creating
a CaMera  7, 64
a keyfraMe  110
a neW Material  92
a neW UV set  91
CUstoMiZaBle layoUt  57
CUstoMiZing the layoUt  58
opening a layout  59
Quick switching  59
saving a layout  59
CUstoM nd  44

D
d  62
date  80
defaUlt
Custom layout  59
defaUlt path  106
deleting a keyfraMe  110
depth of field  7, 66, 67
deseleCt all  71
diaphragM  78

diffraCtion effeCts  108
diffraction  108
frequency  108
scattering  108
Vignetting  108
diffUse  26
disaBling
enabling/disabling textures  93
dispersion  45
display
display preferences  64
displaying JoBs  119
display Modes  7, 62, 63
Bounding Box  63
flat  63
hidden line  63
shaded  63
textured  63
texture decal  63
toon  63
Viewport grid  63
Wireframe  63
display preferenCes  7, 64
enable sky  64
set Colour  64
smooth antialiasing  64
threshold  64
Vertex Buffers  64
display seCtion  73
dof
depth of field  66
doWn
d  62
drag and drop  39
dxf iMport options  99
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e
effeCts
diffraction effects  108
effiCaCy  50
eMBed MxM  33
eMission  51
temperature  51
eMitter
new emitter  75
eMitter properties  49, 52
input  49
enaBled
Multilight™  83
enaBling/disaBling textUres  93
enVironMent settings  60, 79
atmosphere  80
Compass  81
image Based  81
location time panel  80
ozone  80
physical sky  79
set Colour  79
sky dome  79
enVironMent settings  60, 79
sky globe  81
sun  80
turbidity  80
Water  80
enVironMent settings panel  79
exit  104
expand  89
all  90
seleCted  90
export Material  30

F
f  62
f-stop  107
f10  89
f11  89
f2  93
f8  89
f9  89
faCe
front-face polygon  89
far  69
farM
render farm  118
render farm Buttons  122
file MenU  30, 103
Cooperative Mxi  103
exit  104
load image  103
open Mxi  103
open Mxs  103
save image  104
save Mxi  103
filM iso  107
flags
CoMMand line flags  111
flat  63, 74
floating panel  58
forMats  51
fps  78
fraMe
Camera frustum  65
fresnel  27
front
f  62
front-faCe polygon  89
frUstUM

Camera  65
fUnCtion key
f11  89
f8  89
f9  89
fUnCtion key
f10  89

g
gaMMa
Monitor gamma  107
general  82
Caustics layers  84
CpU threads  82
illumination layers  84
iMg  83
Multilight™  83
Mxi  83
render layers  84
time  82
Viewport preview  85
geoMetry seCtion  73
glass  12, 27, 32, 33, 35, 41, 43, 46, 53, 55
refl 0°  53
roughness  53
gloBe
sky globe  81
grid
grid scale  63
Viewport grid  63
groUp  71, 89, 90, , 122, 
groUps
assigning Materials to groups  93
Collapse all  90
Collapse selected  90
expand all  90
expand selected  90
triangle groups  75
Working with groups  89
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groUp triangles  71

H
hidden line  63
hide/Unhide  72, 79
history  7, 20, 60, 85
history panel  85

i
iCon siZe  72, 76, 79
id
Channel id  91
illUMinanCe  51
Mxi texture  51
illUMination layers  84
iMage  105
iMage Based  81
iMg  83
iMporting a Material  92
iMporting oBJeCts  9, 87
iMport MxM  75
iMport oBJeCt  57
iMport options  98
dxf import options  99
Mxs import options  98
oBJ import options  99
inpUt  44, 49, 105
inpUt paraMeters  105
intensity  51, 81, 107
luminous intensity  51
inVert  38, 72, 99
inVert textUre  38
ior files  45, 47, 55, 96
Water  47
iteMs  72

J
JoBs
adding Jobs  119
displaying Jobs  119
JoB QUeUe  118

K
key
* key  89
- key  89
/ key  89
f10  89
f11  89
f8  89
f9  89
keyfraMe
Creating a keyframe  110
deleting a keyframe  110

L
l  62
laMBertian  26, 44
latitUde  80
layers
add subsurface  32
Blending Modes  35
Caustics layers  84
illumination layers  84
remove layer  33
render layers  84
layer Weighting  34
layoUt
opening a layout  59
setting a custom layout  59
layoUts
Quick switching  59
saving a layout  59
left

l  62
liBraries  9, 57, 87
preset object libraries  87
light
refleCted light  26
list
Camera list  60
Material list  60
object list  60
load/saVe Mxi  106
load file  45
load fUll ior data  45
load iMage  103
load preset  51
loCation tiMe
date  80
latitude  80
longitude  80
loCation tiMe panel  80
loCk aspeCt ratio  105
longitUde  80
look at seleCtion  61
lUMinanCe  49, 50, 51
efficacy  50
luminous power  50
Watts  50
lUMinoUs intensity  51
lUMinoUs poWer  50

m
Make aCtiVe  79
Manager  117
Mapping
tone Mapping  107
Maps and textUres  91
Material
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assigning Material to a single objects  92
Clone Material  75
Creating a new Material  92
importing a Material  92
new Material  75
renaming a Material  93
Materials  25, 41, 53
abbe  45
attenuation distance  43
Bsdf  55
Clipmaps  55
CoMponents  41
Custom nd  44
diffUse  26
fresnel  27
glass  53
ior files  47
lambertian  44
Material Browser  60
Material editor  60
Material list  60
Material properties  41
plastic  54
refl 0°  53
reflectance  41
Materials  25, 41, 53
refleCted light  26
shiny  54
speCUlar  26
textUring and assigning Materials  91
thickness  47
transmittance  55
transparenCy  27
Materials  100
assigning Materials to groups  93
assigning Materials to triangles  93
Material BroWser  60, 76, 100
Material BroWser panel  76
Material CoMponents  29
Material editor  29

BasiCs MenU  30
Blending Modes  35
Colour piCker  39
drag and drop  39
export Material  30
extract Materials  30
file MenU  30
layer Weighting  34
Material Components  29
Material layers  32
Material preVieW  37
Material preview  29
Material properties  29
new MxM  30
open Material  30
shadow pass  36
surface properties  29
WiZards MenU  31
Material editor  44, 60
Material id  106
Material layers  32
adding layers  32
add Basic layer  32
add Coating  32
Material layers  32
add emitter  32
Basic layer  32
Bsdf  32
Coating  32
removing layers  32
sss  32
Material list  60, 75, 77, 89, 93, 100
Material list panel  75
Clone Material  75
import MxM  75
new emitter  75
new Material  75
rename Material  75
Material preVieW  37

Material preVieW  29
Material properties  29, 41
Coating properties  47
Colour picker  41
load file  45
load full ior data  45
roughness  46
transmittance  42
Material seleCtion  89
MaxWell render  103, 104
Console tab  104
Cooperative Mxi  103
exit  104
file MenU  103
load image  103
open Mxi  103
open Mxs  103
render options tab  105
render status Bar  104
save image  104
save Mxi  103
VieWer  103
MaxWell stUdio
apply textures  57
CUstoMiZing the layoUt  58
import object  57
MenU
selection Menu  89
Merge oBJeCts  9, 72, 90
Modes
Blending Modes  35
Modes
display Modes  63
selection Modes  89
Monitor gaMMa  107
MoVe  88
MoVing a CaMera  7, 65
MoVing panels  58
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MUltilight™  83, 106, 109
MUltiple CaMeras  57
MxCl
animated timeline  110
CoMMand line flags  111
Console tab  104
Cooperative Mxi  103
Creating a keyframe  110
deleting a keyframe  110
exit  104
f-stop  107
file MenU  103
intensity  107
load image  103
MaxWell render  103
Monitor gamma  107
Mxi  107
network tab  110
playback Controls  110
preVieW/Mxi taB  107
render options tab  105
render status Bar  104
save image  104
sending the scene to MxCl render/Viewer  95
shutter  107
simulens™  108
tone Mapping  107
Video  109
VieWer  103
Mxi  83, 106, 107
alpha  106
Bitmaps  106
Cooperative Mxi  103
default path  106
intensity  107
load/save Mxi  106
Material id  106
Multilight™  106
object id  106
preVieW/Mxi taB  107
render  106

resume  106
zBuffer  106
Mxi textUre  51
MxM
import MxM  75
new MxM  30
Mxs  105
Mxst
apply textures  57
Customizable layout  57
CUstoMiZing the layoUt  58
import object  57
libraries  57
Materials  100
Multiple Cameras  57
Mxs import options  98
preferenCes  97
preview  100
shortcuts  99
sky options  57
Mxs iMport options  98

N
naVigation  7, 61
Center scene  61
Center selection  61
look at selection  61
reset Viewport  61
rightclicking  61
near  67, 69
netWork rendering  117
adding Jobs  119
displaying Jobs  119
Job Queue  118
Manager  117
render farm  118
serVer  117
Viewer  118

netWork taB  110
neW CaMera  79
neW eMitter  75
neW Material  75
neW MxM  30
neW UV set  71
Creating a new UV set  91
nUMeriCal inpUts  60, 88

O
oBJeCt
object parameters  60
selecting by using a region  88
oBJeCts
importing objects  87
Merge objects  72, 90
preset object libraries  87
renaming objects  87
replacing objects  87
selecting objects  88
oBJeCt id  106
oBJeCt list  60
oBJeCt list panel  71, 72
assign Material  71
Clone  71
deselect all  71
display section  73
geometry section  73
group  71
group triangles  71
hide/Unhide  72
icon size  72
invert  72
items  72
Material list panel  75
Merge objects  72
new UV set  71
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oBJeCt paraMeters  73
pivot section  73
remove  72
rename  72
select all  71
triangle groups  75
Ungroup  71
Unhide all  72
UV parameters  74
UV sets section  74
oBJeCt paraMeters  20, 60, 71, 
            73, 74, 88, 91
oBJeCt seleCtion  89
oBJ iMport options  99
offset  38, 69, 81
offset textUre  38
opening a layoUt  59
opengl®  98
appearance  98
performance  98
open Material  30
open Mxi  103
open Mxs  103
optiCs  77
options  122
render options  60
options panel
render options panel  82
options taB
render options tab  105
oUtpUt  83
Command line  83
iMg  83
oUtpUt settings  105
image  105
lock aspect ratio  105

resolution  105
oZone  80

P
paCk and go  95
paint polygon seleCtion  89
panels  20, 58, 59, 60, 97
Collapsing a panel  59
floating panel  58
Moving panels  58
opening a new floating panel  58
preferences  96
removing a panel  58
saving a layout  59
splitting a panel  58
Undocking panels  58
panel types  7, 60, 71, 88
2d Viewport  60
3d Viewport  60
assign Material  71
atmosphere  80
Camera list  60
Camera parameters  60
Clone  71
Console  60
deselect all  71
display section  73
environment settings  60
enVironMent settings panel  79
general  82
geometry section  73
group  71
group triangles  71
hide/Unhide  72
history  60
history panel  85
icon size  72
invert  72
items  72
location time panel  80

Material Browser  60
Material BroWser panel  76
Material editor  60
Material list  60
Material list panel  75
Merge objects  72
navigation  61
new UV set  71
numerical inputs  60
object list  60
oBJeCt list panel  71
oBJeCt paraMeters  73
object parameters  60
output  83
pivot section  73
remove  72
rename  72
render options  60
render options panel  82
reset Viewport  61
rightclicking  61
select all  71
triangle groups  75
Ungroup  71
Unhide all  72
UV parameters  74
UV sets section  74
VieWports  61
paraMeters
Camera parameters  60
object parameters  60
rotary disc shutter  78
paths  97
perforManCe  98
perspeCtiVe  60, 62
physiCal sky  20, 79, 82
piVot seCtion  73
plastiC  7, 30, 54, 72
playBaCk Controls  110
polygon
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front-face polygon  89
paint polygon selection  89
raycast polygon  89
position  77
preferenCes  96
appearance  97
dxf import options  99
general  97
import options  98
Materials  100
oBJ import options  99
opengl™  98
paths  97
performance  98
preview  100
shortcuts  99
Warnings  97
preferenCes
display preferences  64
preset oBJeCt liBraries  87
preVieW  95, 100
Viewport preview  85
preVieW/Mxi taB  107
Camera  107
f-stop  107
film iso  107
intensity  107
Monitor gamma  107
Mxi  107
shutter  107
simulens™  108
tone Mapping  107
preVieW options  29, 37
priority  105
properties
emitter  49
properties
subsurface scattering  48

Q
QUeUe
Job Queue  118
QUiCk sWitChing  59

r
r  62
rayCast polygon  89
real sCale  38
refl 0°  53, 54
refleCtanCe  41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 51
refleCted light  26
region
selecting a region  88
reMoVe  33, 47, 72, 75, 76, 
reMoVe layer  33, 47
reMoVing a panel  58
reMoVing layers  32
renaMe  72, 75, 79
renaMe Material  75
renaMing a Material  93
f2  93
renaMing oBJeCts  9, 87
render
Cooperative render  120
render options  60
rendering  94
BloW Up  95
pack and go  95
rendering
network rendering  117
sending the scene to MxCl render/Viewer  95
Viewport rendering  95
rendering an aniMation  122
render farM  118

options  122
render farM BUttons  122
render Channels  22, 84
render options  9, 36, 60, 95, 105, 119
Caustics layers  84
illumination layers  84
iMg  83
Multilight™  83
Mxi  83
output  83
render layers  84
Viewport preview  85
render options panel  82, 83, 84
Caustics layers  84
CpU threads  82
general  82
illumination layers  84
Multilight™  83
Mxi  83
output  83
render layers  84
time  82
Viewport preview  85
render options taB  105
alpha  106
animation  105
Bitmaps  106
default path  106
image  105
input parameters  105
load/save Mxi  106
lock aspect ratio  105
Material id  106
Multilight™  106
Mxi  106
Mxs  105
object id  106
output settings  105
priority  105
render  106
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resolution  105
resume  106
sampling level  105
threads  105
time  105
zBuffer  106
render statUs Bar  104
replaCing oBJeCts  87
reset layer  33
reset VieWport  61
resolUtion  77, 83, 105
resUMe  106
right
r  62
rightCliCking  61
rotary disC shUtter  78
fps  78
shutter angle  78
rotate  88
roUghness  46, 53

S
saMpling leVel  105
saVe iMage  104
saVe Mxi  103
saVing a layoUt  59
sCale  88
real scale  38
sCattering  48, 108
sCene
Center scene  61
enable sky  64
seleCted
Collapse selected  90
expand selected  90
seleCting a region  88
seleCting oBJeCts  88

seleCtion
Center selection  61
look at selection  61
Material selection  89
object selection  89
triangle selection  89
seleCtion MenU  89
* key  89
+ key  89
- key  89
/ key  89
expand  89
f10  89
f11  89
f8  89
f9  89
front-face polygon  89
paint polygon selection  89
raycast polygon  89
seleCtion Modes  89
seleCt all  71
sending the sCene MxCl render/
VieWer  95
serVer  117
setting a CUstoM layoUt  59
set ColoUr  64, 79, 98
shaded  62, 63
shadoW Channel  29, 36
shift lens  7, 18, 69
offset  69
shiny  54
shortCUts  99
shUtter  107
rotary disc shutter  78
shUtter angle  78
siMUlens™  108
sky  64
physical sky  79

sky globe  81
sky doMe  79
set Colour  79
sky gloBe  81
sky options  57
sMooth antialiasing  64
speCUlar  26
splitting a panel  58
sss  29, 32, 48
stop
f-stop  107
sUBsUrfaCe sCattering  48, 49
absorption  48
sUn  80, 81
sUrfaCe properties  29, 41, 46
anisotropy  46
roughness  46

T
t  62
taB
Console tab  104
Multilight™  109
Mxi  106
network tab  110
render options tab  105
Video  109
teMperatUre  49, 50, 51
emission  51
textUre
additional texture options  93
texture decal  63
textUred  63
textUres
enabling/disabling textures  93
Maps and textures  91
textUre deCal  63
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textUre piCker  38
Channel  38
Channel id  91
invert texture  38
loadding a texture  38
offset texture  38
real scale  38
tiling options  38
Unloading a texture  38
textUring & assigning Materials  91
Maps and textures  91
thiCkness  47
threads  105
CpU threads  82
threshold  64, 98
tiMe  82, 105
tiMe panel
location time panel  80
tone Mapping  107
toon  63
top
t  62
transMittanCe  42, 43, 46, 48, 53, 55
transparenCy  27
triangles
assigning Materials to triangles  93
group triangles  71
triangle groUps  75
triangle seleCtion  89
tUrBidity  80
type
image Based  81
sky globe  81

U
UndoCking panels  58
UngroUp  71, 90, , 122, 
Unhide all  72

Unloading a textUre  38
UV paraMeters  74
UV set  91
adjusting a UV set  92
UV sets
Creating a new UV set  91
UV sets seCtion  74

V
Vertex BUffers  64, 98
Video  109
animated timeline  110
Creating a keyframe  110
deleting a keyframe  110
playback Controls  110
VieWer  103, 118
VieWport
2d Viewport  60
grid scale  63
reset Viewport  61
Viewport grid  63
VieWports  61, 62
2d / 3d Viewports  62
B  62
d  62
f  62
l  62
perspective  62
r  62
shaded  62
t  62
3d Viewport  60
VieWport grid  63
VieWport preVieW  85
VieWport rendering  95
sending the scene to MxCl render/Viewer  95
VieWs
Bounding Box  63
flat  63

hidden line  63
shaded  63
textured  63
texture decal  63
toon  63
Wireframe  63
Vignetting  108

w
Warnings  97
Water  47, 80, 108
Watts  50
Weighting  34
WirefraMe  63, 68
WiZards  31
WiZards MenU  31
Working With groUps  89
Collapse all  90
Collapse selected  90
expand all  90
expand selected  90
group  90
Ungroup  90

Y
yelloW fraMe
Camera frustum  65

Z
Z-Clip planes  18, 69
far  69
near  69
ZBUffer  106
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SYmBOLS
* key  89
+ key  89
- key  89
/ key  89
2d
2d / 3d Viewports  62
grid scale  63
2d / 3d VieWports  62
3d  62
B  62
Bounding Box  63
d  62
f  62
flat  63
hidden line  63
l  62
perspective  62
r  62
shaded  62, 63
t  62
textured  63
texture decal  63
toon  63
Wireframe  63
2d VieWport  60, 61
3d  62
2d / 3d Viewports  62
3d  62
3d VieWport  60
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shorTCuTs lisT

geNerAL
open preferences    Ctrl+shift+o
exit studio    Ctrl+Q
Undo     Ctrl+Z
redo     Ctrl+shift+Z

ViewPOrT NAVigATiON
rotate     alt+lMB
pan     alt+MMB
Zoom     alt+rMB
local rotate    alt+shift+lMB
roll     alt+shift+MMB
local Zoom    alt+shift+rMB
slow rotate    Ctrl+alt+lMB
slow pan    Ctrl+alt+MMB
slow zoom    Ctrl+alt+rMB

ViewPOrTS
display/hide viewport info    i
display/hide physical sky/hdr   k
Cycle viewport shading type    s
display/hide compass    Z

FiLe
new scene    Ctrl+n
open scene    Ctrl+o
import object    shift+i
save scene    Ctrl+s
save scene as    Ctrl+shift+s

SeLeCTiON
select object by keyword   Ctrl+f
select all objects    Ctrl+a
deselect all objects    esc
hide/Unhide selected objects   Ctrl+h
Cycle selection mode    t
(object, groupS, triangleS, materialS, uvSetS)
add to selection    shift+lMB
remove from selection   Ctrl+lMB

TriANgLe SeLeCTiON
expand selection to connected region   /
expand selection     +
Collapse selection     -
invert selection     *
expand selection to facet mode   f8
raycast selection mode    f9
front-face selection mode    f10
paint selection mode   f11 
(hold Shift to add to Selection)

eDiTiNg
Create clone     Ctrl+d
Create group    Ctrl+g
Move      W
rotate      e
scale      r
selection handles (all)    Q
delete      del

CAmerAS
Create new camera   Ctrl+C
display camera handles   l 
(preSS repeatedly to Switch from camera handleS,
camera target handleS, camera+target handleS)
autofocus     f

PANeLS
Viewport     Ctrl+1
Material editor    Ctrl+2
Material list    Ctrl+3
Material Browser    Ctrl+4
object list    Ctrl+5
object parameters    Ctrl+6
Camera list    Ctrl+7
Camera parameters   Ctrl+8
environment settings   Ctrl+9
render options    Ctrl+0
history panel    alt+Ctrl+1
Console panel    alt+Ctrl+2

reNDeriNg
render to MxCl    Ctrl+r
preview render viewport   Ctrl+p
render viewport    Ctrl+shift+p
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resourCes
MaxWell render
next limit’s Maxwell render official website, to keep you up to date with 
Maxwell render news.
http://WWW.MaxWellrender.CoM

next limit’s official MxM gallery website. an invaluable resource for 
Maxwell users – find more than 1000 ready to use and free Maxwell 
materials in all sorts of categories. as a Maxwell user you too can contribute 
by uploading your own materials to the site.
http://MxMgallery.MaxWellrender.CoM/

a completely new site for Maxwell render, a knowledge base featuring faQ, 
tutorials and other useful info (scheduled for summer ‘07).
http://think.MaxWellrender.CoM/

next limit’s contributions to the new generation of rendering technology at 
Maxwell firsts (scheduled for summer ‘07).
http://firsts.MaxWellrender.CoM

Maxwell render official forum, where Maxwell render users share their 
knowledge, show their work and discuss about techniques, features and 
more.
http://WWW.MaxWellrender.CoM/forUM/

other next liMit’s prodUCts
next limit’s official realflow4 website.
http://WWW.realfloW.CoM

next limit’s official xflow website.
http://WWW.nextliMit.CoM/xfloW/

next liMit teChnologies 
next limit’s official website (developers of Maxwell render).
http://WWW.nextliMit.CoM

if you have any queries regarding next limit or any of its products, please 
feel free to get in touch with us at the following addresses:

sales & Marketing 
http://WWW.nextliMit.CoM/sales_sUpport.htM

technical support 
http://www.nextlimit.com/tech_support.htm

training 
http://WWW.nextliMit.CoM/training_sUpport.htM

next liMit teChnologies
C/ angel Cavero, 2
28043 – Madrid (spain)

fax: +34 917 219 464
europe time Zone [+6h Us eastern time]

MaxWell render User ManUal
Manual design by.
solid design

Manual published by.
solid puBlishing

a high QUality digital print Can Be pUrChased froM
http://solidpUBlishing.CoM/shop.htMl
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